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ABSTRACT 
Classical , semiclassical and quantum theor i es of 
outer - sphere electron - transfer reactions in polar media 
are discussed . For each , the Franck - Condon overlap 
f acto r s for the hexaamminecobalt , hexaaquoiron and 
hexaammineruthenium self - exchange rates and for th e 
cross - react ion of hexaaquoiron(II) with 
tris(2,2 1 - bipyridine)ruthenium(III) are evaluated and 
compared . The quantum effect on the rates is small 
in the re gion of moderate driving force; the 11 normal 11 
6G
0 
regi on . Direct-sum and saddle - point evaluations 
of the quantum Franck-Condon factors a r e made and com -
pared . The saddle - point approximation i s shown to be 
an excellent approximation in the cases considered . 
Quantum effects in homogeneous outer - sp he re electron -
transfer reaction s in the region of large negat i ve 6G
0 
(the " inverted " re gion) are considered. The results 
of quantum , semiclassical and classical calculations 
on model systems are presented . A sequence of highly 
exothermic photoinduced reactions of t r is(2,2 '- bipyridyl) 
complexes is discussed with regard to the possible 
importance of quantum effects and of alternate r eaction 
pathways in understandin g the failure of the sequence 
of reactions to exhibit pronounced " inverted " behavior . 
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A mechanism leading to electronically excited products 
provides a possible explanation for the l arge discrepancy. 
The theory of highly exothermic homogeneous outer-
spher e electron -transfer reactions is discussed for 
transfers occurring over a range of distances. A finite 
r a te of diffusion of reactants and their long-ran ge 
force are tr ea ted by solving the reaction-diffusion 
equation numer ically for the reactant pair distribu-
tion function. Steady-state solutions are com pa red 
wi t h experimenta l data. On the basis of short-time 
so lutio ns it is proposed that experiments wh ich measure 
e l ectron - transfer rates at short times following the 
onset of reaction improve the possibil ity of observing 
the inv e rt ed effect in bimolecular systems. 
The effect of the reactants' relative orientation 
on t he electron-transfer rate is considered. Reactants 
are modeled as oblate -sph eroidal potential wells of 
constant , finite depth. Energy levels and wavefunctions 
are obtained for an electron localized in such a well. 
The electronic matrix elements that govern electron 
tran sfe r within a nonadiabatic quantum theory are eval -
uated. Significant orientational preferences are pre -
dicted for electron transfer between nonspherical donor 
and acceptor sites . 
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INTRODUCTION 
This thesis is concerned with the rate of electron -
transfer reactions such as reaction 1 occurring in 
a polarizable medium . The reactants are supposed to 
be sufficiently di lute that t hey i nte r act pa i rwise 
only . Simultaneous interactions of more than two 
reactants (electron sites) will not be t reated . The 
medium may be a pola r solvent such as water, or some 
more highly organized structure such as a membrane 
or protein . The reactants 
3+ plexes (e . g ., Fe(H 2o) 6 or 
A and B may be metal com -
Ru ( 2 , 2 1 - bipy r idine) 
3
2 +) or 
molecular ions or neutrals (e . g ., porphyrin , anthracene , 
quinone) . Thus react i ons descr i bed by equation 1 in -
elude the hexaaquoiron self - exchange reaction in water 
and the reduction of pheophyt i n by chlo r ophyll i n photo -
synthetic reaction centers . The reactants A and B may 
even be distinct chromophores in the same mo l ecule ; 
two sites which are to a sign i ficant extent electron i c -
ally isolated from one another . I n such a case the 
e l e c t ron t ran s f e r o f r ea c tion 1 i s an i n tram o l e c u l a r 
electron transfer . 
( 1 ) 
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Reaction 1 is said to be " homogeneo u s " if it occurs 
in a single phase . Electron transfers between solvated 
ion s are clearly homogeneous . Oxidation -r educ ti on 
r eactions at e l ectrodes , for example , are " heterogen -
eous '' reactions and so are not in the domain of the 
present discussion . 
React ion 1 is said to be an " outer - sphere " reac-
tion i f the chemical identities (apart from charge -
types , of course) of spec i es A and B are p r eserved 
throughout the reaction . "Inner - sphere " electron trans-
fers , which involve concerted bond - breaking and/or 
bond - forming , will not be cons id ered . 
The object of theories of electron transfer i s to 
predict the electron - transfer rate. I t i s the forward 
rate that will be dealt with throughout this thesis. 
The reverse rate can be obtained of course from the 
forward rate and th e equilibrium con stant . The rate 
of a reaction such as reaction 1 is to be calculated 
withi~ an id ea lized model of the e l ectron -transfer 
system . The system , which consists of an A- B pair and 
the surrounding medium, i s described by a conceptually 
simple model in order that a theoretical treatment be 
feasibl e . A discussion of the feat ures of a the ore ti cal 
model of th e electron -transfer system follows. 
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The reaction involves an electron moving from a 
solvated donor site to a solvated acceptor. Even if 
th e reactants are neutral, the products will be charged , 
or vice versa . Thus at some time in the course of the 
reaction the electrostatic interaction between the 
medium and at least one charge must be considered . 
As the electrostatic fields change about the reactant s 
the polarization field must change in response. Con -
versely, a fluctuation in the polarization state of 
the medium can induce a change in the source. That is , 
a polarization fluctuation in the solvent med ium can 
prepare the reactants i n a configuration favorable for 
electron transfer . The treatment of the role of the 
polar medium is one of the most i mportant aspects of 
an electron - transfer theory. 
The first successful treatment of the role of the 
polar medium in electron transfer is due to Marcus (1 ). 
In this theory th e solvent is treated as a classical 
dielectric continuum. In case a reactant is an unli g -
ated ion, e . g .~ Fe 2 +, the continuum approximation is 
applied only outside the first coordination shell . 
Th e polarization E of th e solvent is conceived of as 
th e sum of two components, P and P. The electronic - op - lr 
polarization P arises from electronic motions in 
- op 
components of the medium. P is assumed to respond - op 
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instantaneously to electrical perturbations and so 
is always in equilibrium with the local electr ic f i eld . 
The second component , P. , arises from collective li -- lr 
brations and vibrations of the components of the medium . 
This component of the polarization responds relatively 
slowly (with characteristic times on the order of 
10 - 11 sec (2) ) to electric fields and so need not 
be in equilibrium with the charge distribution on the 
reactants . Fluctuations of P . from equilibrium can - lr 
bring t he system to the transition state . These flue -
tuations and their implications for the rate constant 
were analyzed by Marcus (1 , 2 , 3). 
The med ium polarization has also been treated quantum-
mechanically (4 , 5) . (See especially chapter 2 of refer -
ence 6 for a discussion of the quantum treatment of the 
medium polarization . ) In the quantum - mechanical treat -
ment of the medium , the state of polarization is repre -
sented as a set of harmonic oscillators corresponding 
to the Fourier components of P . . - lr This treatment does 
not assume that the solvent molecules move harmonically . 
Rather it corr esponds to an expansion of th e polarization 
in a harmonic basis . (Section 7 of reference 7 contain s 
a discussion of t he implications of the quan t um - mechanical 
trea tment of the medium . ) 
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The nuclear de grees of freedom interna l to species 
A and B (or describing t he first coordination sphere 
i n the case when A or B is an atomic ion) have been 
treated both classica lly by Marcus (8,9) and quantum-
mechanically by Levich and Dogonadze (4,10) and others 
(11,12). In the quantum theory there is no formal 
distinction between such 11 inner - sphere " modes and medium 
( " oute r-s phere " ) modes . The term " inner - sphere 11 is 
used here (and subsequently in this thesis) to classify 
nuclear degrees of freedom . This use is distinct from 
its use to indicate an electron - transfer mechanism 
wh ich involves making or breaking bonds . " Nuclear 
coordinates ," in the con text of this thesis, refers 
e ither to the positional coordinates of nuclei, or to 
the coordinates describing solvent polarization , but 
not to other degrees of freedom such as nuclear spins 
or the motion of suba tomic particles within nuclei. 
In principle it is possible to treat all of the 
inner-sphere nuclear vibrational modes . 
of cour se only a few may be considered. 
In prac tic e 
The equi li brium 
values of t he nuclear co ord inates of some inn er - sphere 
vi brational modes may shift upon electron transfer. 
It i s importan t to cons i der such modes having large 
coordinate changes since a coordinate shift may, de-
pending upon th e vibration frequency, contribute a 
6 
significant energy barrier to the electron transfer. 
The importance of inner-sphere vibrations and the nature 
of the energy barrier are discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 1. 
Common to all of the discussion and calculations 
in this thesis is the assumption that immediately prior 
to electron transfer the nuclear modes are relaxed. 
That is, it is assumed that vibrational stat e s of t he 
reactants are thermally populated, or in the classical 
picture, that the nuclear-phase-space distribution is 
at thermal equilibrium. Electron transfer fro m n o n-
equilibrium initial-state distributions has been con-
sidered theoreti cally (13) but experimental evidence 
for such behavior is still lacking. 
The motion of reactants A and B along the coordinate 
r which describes the location of B relative to the 
center of A (r = IE.I =distance between the centers of 
A and B), and the rotations of A and B which determine 
their relative orientations g, are considered separately 
from the inner-sphere and medium-polarization nuclear 
coordinates. This separation is based on time scales. 
The characteristic times for reactants' tumbling and 
diffusion in a condensed medium are expected to be 
much greater than the periods of polarization fluctua-
tions and inner-sphere vibrations. The rate constant 
7 
calculated first is thus a unimolecular rate constant 
for a "super-molecule" consisting of the medium and 
reactants A and Bat fixed (£,g). The observable rate 
constant, which is a weighted avera ge of k(£,g) with 
respect to rand~. can be either obtained throu~h 
- - 0 
thermod ynamic arguments (1,13) or calculated using 
a reactant-pair distribution function (14,15,16,17). 
A particular f orm of the latter approach, one which 
is appropriate to r eactions in homogeneous fluids, 
is discussed and employed in Chapters 3 and 4 of this 
thesis. 
The type of averaging that is appropriate depends 
on the nature of the reacting system and whether it 
is a steady-state rate constant or a time-de pendent 
rate constant (as in certain fluorescence-quenching 
studies) that is observed. For reactions in fluids 
diffusion may occur relatively freely so that £and 
g sample a large domain. In intramolecular electron 
transfers and in biological electron-transfer systems 
the r eacta nt sites may have only limited fr eedom of 
orientation and separation. Electron tra nsfers between 
sites in glassy matrices involve reactants whose motion 
is even more severely inhibited. The analysis in this 
last case is complicated by the time-dependent nature 
of the observed rate. 
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Thus far this introduction has dealt with the role 
of nuclear degrees of freedom in the electron-transfer 
rate. Chapters 1 through 4 of this thesis focus on 
t ha t role. However, electronic degrees of freedom 
are also important in the electron-transfer step. 
The discussion now turns to that aspect of electron-
transfer theory. 
A pair of Born-Oppenheimer potential curves is 
depicted schematically in Figure 1. The full po tential 
surfaces are multidimensional, defined in principle 
over the space of all nuclear coordinates of both the 
inner-snheres of A and B and of the medium (but not 
(!:_ , fl ) , a s d i s c u s s e d abo v e ) • F i gu r e 1 r e p r e s en t s a 
cut throu gh the potential surfaces along so me hypothe t-
ical nuclear coordinate R. Two electronic states are 
considered; one in which the ttransferable 1 electron 
is localized on A (the "reactant 11 state corresponding 
to A-+ B), and one in which the electron is localized 
on site B (the 11 productt1 state corresponding to A+B-). 
If t he two electronic states could be prevented from 
interacting, for instance by separating the reactants 
to r = oo, then the product and reactant states would 
be degenerate at R = R • But in general the two states 
0 
do interact and are split in energy by"' 2 V AB at R = R
0
• 









Fiuur e 1. Profile of potential energv surfaces 
versus a generalized nuclear coordinate. 
The dashed lines indicate the potential 
energies in the limit V AB = 0. 
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potential V between the localized states I B> (which 
corresponds to products, A+ B-) and I A> (which 
corresponds to reactants, A- + B). An explicit example 
of VAB is given in Chapter 5 for a particular model 
of an electron-transfer system. 
The terms "adiabatic" and "nonadiabatic 11 as they 
apply to electron transfers may be discussed in terms 
of Figure 1. A reaction for which the electronic int e r-
action VA B i s 1 a r g e i s said to be ad i a bat i c • In t hi s 
limit the u ppe r surface is irr elevant and the reacting 
system ~oves solely on the lower potential surface. 
If on the other hand V AB is very small, then the reac-
tion is said to be nonadiabatic. Classically, as 
VAB + 0 it becomes possible for the reactant system 
to move from R < R to R > R with a significant 
0 0 
probability of remaining on the reactant (A-+B) poten-
tial surface. Thus the frequency factors (in an 
Arrhenius rate constant) for nonadiabatic reactions 
are likely to be smaller than those for adiabatic 
reacti ons . A more quantitative distinction between 
adiabatic and nonadiabatic reactions is drawn in ref-
erence 18. According to a criterion given there, a 
room-temperature reaction in a polar fluid will be 
adiabatic for V AB;:, 0.01 eV and nonadiabatic for 
VAB~ 0.01 eV. 
11 
References 7 and 19 contain general discussions 
of the meaning for electron-transfer reactions of the 
terms "adiabatic" and "nonadiabatic." A distinction 
between adiabatic and nonadiabatic reactions is not 
easily drawn in practice. A single electron-transfer 
system may even exhibit both types of b ehavior, si~c e 
VAB may differ along various reacti o n paths throu g h 
t h e coordinate space. 
The classical the ory of Marcus was derived for 
adiabatic reactions, although a "nonadiabaticity factor" 
K was incorporated into the pre-exponential factor of 
the rate constant. For an adiabatic reaction K = 1. 
For nonadiabatic reactions K is less than unity and 
has been evaluated using the Landau-Zener theory of 
curve crossing. (See (8) or pages 68-72 of reference 7.) 
The quantum-mechanical theory of electron-tra n sfer 
due to Levich and Dogonadze was derived using time-
dependent perturbation theory and is valid when VAB 
is small. The quantum-mechanical theory is thus a 
nonadiabatic theory. The interaction VAB must diminish 
as the reactants are drawn apart, so all reactions 
become nonadiabatic at sufficiently large separation r. 
Thus the nonadiabatic quantum theory is suitable for 
the study of distance effects in electron transfers 
1 2 
and is used to that end in Chapters 3 and 4 and especially 
in Chapter 5 of this thesis. 
The specific problems addressed in each of Chapters 
1 through 5 are described in the remainder of this 
introduction. 
Inner-Sphere Quantum Effects 
As discussed earlier in this introduction, an outer-
sphere electron-transfer reaction in a polar solvent is 
c haracterized by changes in the force constants and 
bond lengths and bond angles of the reactants and by 
fluctuations in the surrounding solvent. In many syste ~ s 
the inner-sphere changes are very small, so that the 
reactian is controlled by fluctuations in the solvent 
polarization (e.g., Ru(NH3 )~+/ 2 + (20) and Cr(2,2 1 -bi-
. 3+/2+ pyrldyl) 3 (21)). On the other hand, some redox 
systems involve substantial internal reorganization 
3+/2+ 3+/2+ (e.g., Fe(H 2o)6 (20) and Co(NH 3
)6 (22) ). 
In such systems inner-sphere effects are important. 
In Chapter 1 classical, semiclassical and quantum 
theories of electron transfer are discussed. It has 
been suggested that reactions in which inner-sphere 
reorganization is important are not adquately described 
by classical theory but require a quantum-mechanical 
1 3 
treatment (11 ,12,23). The nature and magnitude of 
quantum effects in the particular cases of the very 
slow hexaamminecobalt self-exchange reaction, the 
hexaaquoiron self-exchange reaction, the hexaammine 
ruth enium sel f-exchang e reaction, and the Fe
2
+ -
Ru(2,2' - bipyridine)]+ cross -reaction are discus sed 
in Chapter 1. 
One of the differences between the classical and 
the quantum theories of electron transfer is that th e 
l atter theory allows for tunneling in the nuclear-
co ord inate space of the reacting system . The meaning 
of nuclear tunnelin g is conveniently discussed in terms 
of Figure 1, where R is now taken to be the reaction 
coordinate . Classically, the reacting system begins 
in the l eft - hand potential well. Reaction occurs when 
t he system passes over the energy barrier at R = R • 
0 
But th e quan tum- mechanical theory allows the reacting 
system to pass t h r o u gh (as well as over) the barrier . 
Tunneling appears in th e quantum theory' s rate expre s -
sion in th e form of Franck -C ondon overla ps of reactant 
and product vibrational wavefunctions that l ie below 
t h e barrier maximum at R = R . 
0 
1 4 
It is expected that if nuclear tunneling is to 
be important, it will be so for syste~s in which a 
high-frequency mode undergoes a significant displace-
ment. For example, in the hexaamminecobalt self-exchange 
reaction the equilibrium position of the symmetric 
stretching mode, hv~ 431 cm-1, is displaced by 0.18~ 
(s ee Chapter 1), and in electron-transfer reactions 
in which an electronically excited bipyridyl complex 
is qu e nched, a rin g mode, hv ~ 1300 cm-1, undergoes 
a substantial equilibrium displace~ent . 
In Chapter 1 it is found that a reasonable order-
of-magnitude estimate for the contribution of config-
urational changes of high-frequency quantum modes in 
the first coordination layer, for typical metal-ligand 
frequencies, to the reaction rate constant can be 
provided by a classical expression. 
1 5 
Quantum Effects i n the I nverted Region 
I t has been predicted that the rate constant of 
a sequence of homogeneous electron-transfer reactions 
in which the reactants A and Bare varied (but with 
A and B chosen so that the nature of medium - polarization 
and inner - sphere vibration effects i s constant) should 
first increase with increasingly ne gative standard free 
energy of reacti on 6G
0 
at smal l 6G
0
• It shou l d 
then achieve a maximum at some value of 6G 0 and 
thereafter decline as 6G
0 
continues to become sti l l 
more negative . The region of decline was termed the 
11 inverted 11 region (8) . The existence of an inverted 
r egion was first predicted on the basis of a classical 
theory (8,24) . The quantum - mechanical theory predicts 
a smaller but nevertheless nonzero inversion (12, 25) . 
The experimental evidence of an i nverted region 
i s spa rs e . Some evidence for the effect is available 
for the reactions of electrons with d i fferent solutes , 
where the 6G
0 
for a given solu t e was varied by varying 
th e hydrocarbon solvent and , thereby , the electron -
solvent binding energy (26) . Supporting data appear 
in t he r eactions of micelle - trapped pyrene wi th va r ious 
anion radical s and in r eactions of hydrated e l ectrons 
wi t h organic molecu l es trapped in micelles ( pages 163 - 4 
16 
of reference 6) , and ( a small decrease) in the reduc-
tion of electronicall y excited bipyridyl complexes of 
Ru(II) by variou s metal - bipyridyl compl exes (21). In 
the two micellar examples , the 6G 01 s are uncertain, 
however . Ev idenc e has also been offered in studies 
( 27 ) of the rat e of fluorescence quenching of trapped 
electrons in a glass at 77 K by various aromatic accep -
tors . 
On th e other hand , many studies of highly exothermic 
reactions have found a diffusion-limited rate constant 
which extends t o quite negativ e 6G 0 1s , rather than the 
predicted declining rate constant ( e . g . ~8)). These 
studies frequently involve measu ri ng the rate of quench -
in g of fluorescence by a series of reactants, where 
quenching was presumed or demonstrated to proceed by 
electron transfer. In most cases , the reason for the 
absence of decrease in the rate is unknown. Several 
possibl e explanations are offered in Chapt e rs 3 and 4. 
The prediction of classical th eo ry for the invert ed 
r egion, and the quantum - mechan i cal co rr ections thereto, 
are examined in Cha p ter 2, first for a model system 
and then for an actual system using realistic vibra-
tion frequ encies and bond -l ength changes for the data 
of Creutz and Sutin (21). The discrepancy between 
the experim en tal results and the theoretical predic -
1 7 
tion is found to be very large, some quantum effects 
notwithstanding. An alternate pathway of forming an 
electronically excited product is explored in Chapter 2 . 
It reduces the discrepancy considerably. 
In Chapter 3 the relationship of the unimolecular 
rate constant to an 'observable' bimolecular rate con-
stant for a reaction in a polarizable fluid medium is 
discussed . A reactant-pair distribution function g(r) , 
where r is the distance between reactants A and B, 
is obtained as a solution to a reaction-diffusion 
equation . The bimolecular rate constant calculated 
in this way explicitly contains contributions from 
el e ctron transfer over large separations. The inclusion 
of reaction-at-a-distance has special i mplications for 
the inverted region. Those implications are also 
discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 constitutes an 
elaboration of the material in Chapter 3. 
Orientation Effects 
The relative orientation (specified earlier by g) 
of the donor A and the acceptor B may affect the electron-
transfer rate, inasmuch as VAB may depend on g. For 
example , the photoinduced electron transfer in photo -
18 
synthetic reaction centers may be influenced by the 
orientation of the reactants. In plant photosystern II 
the acceptor is probably a pheophytin (29,30) and the 
donor may be a substituted chlorophyll g (30 , 31 ) . 
Both of those molecules are large and asymmetric which 
suggests that th ere may be one or more preferred orien -
tations for electron transfer. For another electron 
transfer, that between hemes in cytochromes , there 
is evidence that the rate constant depends strongly 
on the mutual orientation of the hemes' porphyrin 
rin g s (32) . 
A model theoretical electron - transfer system is 
presented and discussed in Chapter 5. This system 
is designed for studying the effects of orientation 
and distance on electron - transfer rates. The donor 
and acceptor i n the mode l are t h r ee - dimensional oblate -
spheroidal square - well potentials . They are inherently 
orientable because of their nonspherical shape . Matrix 
elements VAB are presented in Chapter 5 for a few cases . 
Significant orientation effec ts are found . 
19 
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CHAPTER 1 




An outer-sphere electron transfer reaction in a polar solvent is 
characterized by changes in the force constants and bond lengths and 
bond angles of the reactants and by fluctuations in the surrounding 
solvent. In many systems the imler-sphere changes are very small, so 
that the reaction is controlled by fluctuations in the solvent polari-
zation (e.g.?Ru(NH3)~+/ 2+ l, 2 and Cr(2,2'-bipyridyl)~+/ 2+ 3). On the 
other hand, some redox systems involve substantial internal reorganiza-
t . ( F (H 0)3+/2+ 2 and Co(NH3)63+/2+ 1on e.g., e 2 6 In such systems 
inner-sphere effects are important. 
In this paper we briefly describe classical, semiclassical and 
quantum theories of electron transfer. It has been suggested that 
reactions in which inner-sphere reorganization is important are not 
adequately described by classical theory, but require a quantum mech-
. 1 5,6 an1ca treatment. A quantum mechanical treatment is available for 
nonadiabatic electron transfers, and was developed at first for the 
solvent rnodes 7 and later for the bond vibrations.6 ' 8' 9 
We discuss the nature and magnitude of quantum effects in the 
particular cases of the very slow hexaamminecobalt self-exchange 
reaction, the hexaaquoiron self-exchange reaction, the hexaammine 
2+ 3+ 
ruthenium self-exchange reaction, and the Fe -Ru(bpy) 3 cross 
reaction. 
It is expected that if nuclear tunneling is to be important, it 
will be so for systems in which a high-frequency mode undergoes a 
24 
significant displacement. For example, in the hexaamminecobalt self-
exchange reaction the equilibrium position of the symmetric stretching 
mode, nw ~ 431 am- 1, is displaced by 0.18 A (cf. Table I), and in 
electron transfer reactions in which an electronically excited bipyri-
dyl complex is quenched, a ring mode, nw ~ 1300 cm- 1, undergoes a 
substantial equilibrium displacement. 
~uclear tunneling will, other things being equal, be more 
important for high,rather than for low-frequency modes as one can see 
from the nature of harmonic oscillator eigenstates. ~e consider for 
illustration purposes the one-dimensional model surface sketched in Fig. 
1. ~uclear tunneling depends on the overlap of reactant and product 
wave functions in the classically nonallowed region, and therefore is 
directly related to the amplitude of the reactants' wave function in 
the region q > b. This wave function extends further into the 
classically forbidden region, for any given energy, the higher the 
vibration frequency. It follows that tunneling from a state of given 
energy is more probable for a high-frequency mode than for a low-
frequency mode, at a given energy. 
In the present paper it is found that for the reaction rate con-
stant a reasonable order of magnitude estimate for the contribution of 
configurational changes of high-frequency quantum modes in the first 
coordinatiop layer, for typical metal-ligand frequencies, can be provided 




Figure 1 Model harmonic potentials for electron transfer versus 




Franck-Condon Factor. An approximate quantum-mechanical rate 
'VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV\1\ f\/'v 
expression based on the golden-rule transition probability has been 
d . d f 1 f . d! . 1' . 6-8 '10 er1ve or e ectron trans er systems 1n the nona abat1c 1m1t. 
~ithin the Condon approximation the transition probability in this expres-
sion involves the product of the square of an electron exchange integral, 
and a thermally-\o.·eightec1 sum, G of vibrauonal Franck-Condon factors: 
(1) 
\-.·here Q is the reactants' (vibrational) partition function, and 
n and m designate initial and final vibronic states, respective-
ly. En and Em are initial- and final-state energies. E~ib isthe 
initial-state \'ibrational energy; In) and lm) are treated as hannonic 
oscillator eigenfunctions, equal to a product over the system's 
degrees of freedom of single-mode harmonic oscillator functions. 
The single-mode harmonic oscillator overlap integrals required 
for evaluating G directly by the sum of eq 1 have been kno\o.n for many 
11-15 years. The expressions used in this work for these integrals are 
presented 1n the Appendix (eqs Al-A2) in terms off= w'/w,w' and w 
being the frequencies associated with lrn) and In), respectively, 
and in terms of the dimensionless change ~ in equilibrium coordinate 
value from lm) to In). For a normal mode X= F(6Q) 2/2~w, where 6Q is the 
change in the normal coordinate, w/2n is the vibration frequency, and 
F is the force constant for the mode . (w2 ~F). 
2 7 
In the case of X # 0 but w' = w, one obtains the well-known 
1 . . . f 14 1m1tmg onn 
1 
= X (n-m)/2 (m!/n!)7 e-X/2 L~-m (X) 
where L is an associated Laguerre polynomial. 
(2) 
An approximate simple formula for the multimode case has also 
been derived elsewhere, together with limitations on its validity. 16 
This relation v>as applied there to the hexaaquoiron self-exchange 
reaction and to the Fe2+ - Ru(bpy)~+ cross-reaction and sho~n to 
26 gi\·e good agreement ~· i th the exact quantl.UTI values. 
Quantl.UTI Treatment of the Solvent. The interaction of the solvent 
'VV'JVV VV\JVV'v 
v·:i th the .-eactant ions is implicitly included in eq 1 as a set of 
one or more hannonic modes. Usually only a single frequency, 
nw
1 
= 1 cm- 1, is used in calculations. 6a,Be,l 7 However, in vie~· of 
the significant decrease in the real part of the dielectric constant 
of ~·ater at 170 an-l (and the corresponding peak in the imaginary 
part) 18 •19 we have chosen to use a two-frequency quantl.UTI description 
of the solvent interaction: nw1 = 1 cm-l and nw2 = 170 an·l A 
dielectric dispersion in the solvent was first treated for electron 
transfer by Ovchinnikov and Ovchinnikova. 20 
As a first approximation for this two-frequency description we 
divide the outer-sphere reorganization energy into two parts, ~Titing 
h . h . f . th 1 . . 21 ).out' w lC IS our t1mes e so vent reorganization energy, as 
28 
A = Al + Az out (3) 
where 
Al ;\ (i-- _l ) I (-1 __ l ) = £. £ £ out s IT S op 
( 4) 
(l l) c l) A2 = '-out --- I ---£. £ . £ £ 1r op s op 
£. 1T = 
5.019 = real part of the dielectric constant on 
-1 -1 
the 'plateau' between 1 ern and 170 em 
£s = 78.319 = static dielectric constant 
1. 7822 2 E = = nD op 
Thus, the quantum treatment of the solvent interaction (the solvent 
is taken to be aqueous in this paper) involves two harmonic modes included 
in the degrees of freedom of the syste~. In performing the quantum 
mechanical calculation for the solvent eq 2 was again used but X "'·as 
obtained in the following manner. It is first recalled that for an internal 
normal mode · i of the reactants 
re,.,Titten as A./~., since9 A. 
1 1 1 
X., which equals F. (l!Q.) 2/2J'tw., can be 
1 1 1 1 
2 
= F. (t!Q.) /2. By analogy, we use for X 
1 1 
for the solvent A1/hw1 and A2/hw2 where Al and Az have been defined in 
eqs 3 and 4. The numerical values employed for Al,Z are given later in 
the paper, while hw1 2 are given above. ' 
29 
Saddle-point ~1cthod. For a system having several vibrational normal 
'VVVVVV\IVVVVVV 
ITIOdes of different frequcncjes. the direct evaluation of eq 1 can 
require considerable computing time. However, G can easily be 
evaluated approximately by replacing the delta function in eq 1 by its 
Fourier integral reprcscntution, and then using the sadJ1e-point method. 
Af . ul . 23.24 b . ter some man1p at1ons one o ta1ns 
(5) 
and, after using the saddle-point method to approximate the integral, 
(6) 
\<.'here 6E is the energy (endoergicity) of the transition; t 0 is 
the stationary phase value oft in the integrand in eq 5; f, ~~ and 
t 0 are given in the Appendix. 
In the case of a self-exchange reaction, product modes in the 
oxidized species are equivalent to reactant modes in the reduced 
species so that the formulae simplify considerably. 5 In a thermo-
neutral self-exchange reaction, t 0 = -i/2kT. For other cases eq A6 
of the Appendix may be solved numerically, e.g., by iterating from 
the approximate root. 
t 0 ~ -i(6E + A)/2kT A (7) 
Eq 7 gives the exact 
N 
where A = L 
j=l 
saddle point in the high temperature limit, when frequency changes 
are neglected, and provides a reasonable starting point for iteration 




h11en all the degrees of freedom of the system are treated in the 
classical limit, nw/ 2kT ~ 0, and when frequency changes are neglected, 
eq 5 reduces to 
1 
G = (4nkT>-) -I exp[-(ll.E + A) 2/4kT>.] (8) 
This equation is similar in form to the classical expression for 
G 2 ,
4 b . . th h f . , ut contains energies ra er t an ree energies. This differ-
ence arises because eq 5 tacitly assumes zero entropy of reaction, 
and indeed the initial equation, (eq 1), with its assumption of 
harmonic oscillators, does not contain any important ~so term, 25 
whereas the actual ~so can be quite large. 25 The 
classically derived expression is more general in this respect, 
since it doesn't assume harmonic oscillations for all rnotions.26 As 
N 1 2 defined earlier, >.. = ""~"" F U:.Q-) 
J L. J J 
and A = [:, A .• 
. 1 J 
It 
has been shown27 that frequency 
J= 
changes may be included in an approxi-
mate manner by using an average force constant to calculate :\.' 
J 
rather than using the initial force constant. 
force constant. 
Fav = 2FF'/(F + F') 
F. above is an averaged 
J 
(9) 
where F and F' are the force constants in the reactant and product states, 
respectively. The classical value of the Franck-Condon sum (eq 8) is 
computed using ;A.'s calculated with average force constants given by 
eq 9. 
'Semiclassical' Treatment 28 
'VVVVV\JVV\IVVVVVVVV 
31 
Consider first a one-dimensional case with a coordinate Q. 
The 6(Em-En) of eq 1 can be introduced into !(n lm)l 2• When 
the commutator of the initial and final Hamiltonians, H and H , n m 
is neglected, 6(En-Em) in the integral becomes c(Hn-Hm)' which 
in turn is 6(Vn-\'m) since the kinetic energy tenns in Hn and Hm 
cancel; Vn and Vm are the potential energies of the reactants and 
products, respectively. By using the identity Ilm"><m I= 1, the 
m 
thenmall)~weighted double sum of squared overlap integrals in eq 1 
may be reduced to a single sum over n of(n !o(Vn-Vm)ln ).(e.g., see 
analogous procedure for other problems in refs, 29). These 
integrals are readily evaluated, yielding a sum of factors propor-
tional to 1Xn(Q)! 2, where Q is that value of the coordinate for 
which the reactant and product potential energies are equal, and 
xn is the v>avefunction of the reactants. The remaining sum over n 
in eq 1 is then readily evaluated to yield29 
1 
G = (2n>..l)wcoth y) I exp[ -(liE+ >..) 2/(2>..1\..Jcoth y)) (10) 
where y = hw/2kT, and E and A are defined as in eq 7, but A is for 
the single mode being considered. Equation 10 is the same as that 
obtained in ref. 28 by a different procedure. A detailed derivation 
of eq 10 is given in the appendix. 
For systems having two or more frequencies, one obtains a con-
volution of Gaussians of the form of eq 10. The convolution is itself 
of the form of eq 10, but Ahw coth y must be replaced ~ith 
by :E A.. 26,29 
J 
j 




This method of obtaining G's,which originated in the theory of 
optical spectra of solid~, 29 is sometimes termed 'semiclassical' 
becau~e of neglect of commutators of H and H , although the term n rn 
'semiclassical' has a variety of other meanings (corresponding to 
other approximations) in the literature. 
Calculations and Discussion 
We no"h proceed to consider quantLUTl effects 1n four particular 
cases of chemical interest: the hexaamminecobalt and hexaammine-
. 2+/3+ ruthenium self-exchange react1ons, the Fe (aq) self-exchange 
. d th 2+ Ru (b ) 3+ . react1on, an e Fe - py 3 cross react10n. 
Hexaamminecobalt Self-exchange Reaction. The large difference 
'VVV\.f 'J\/VVVVVVVV\.1 
beti-.'een the rates of self-exchange reactions 11 and 12 has long 




In the quantum theory described earlier, the rate constant 
involves the product of the square of an electronic exchange integral 
and a sum of Franck-Condon factors. It has been suggested that the 
electronic factor for reaction 11 may be small because of spin multi-
1 . . . . 1 's p 1c1ty restr1ct1ons. further, the Franck-Condon term is much smaller 
for the Co reaction than for the Ru reaction because of the larger 
. 2+ 3+ change 1n geometry from Co(!'\H3)6 to Co(NH3) 6 (cf. Table I). 
5 Buhks, et al. e\'aluated the Franck-Condon sums, G, for reactions 
11 and 12, using the saddle-point method described earlier. They 
found G(Co) ~ 7 x l0- 18 em and G(Ru) = 1.5 x l0- 10 em so that the 
ratio of Franck-Condon sums contributes a factor of ca 10- 8 to the 
ratio k/k2. But they also found that the classical value of 
G(Co)/G(Ru) v.·as ~ 10- 5. The gross discrepancy between the classical 
and quantum values, a factor of 1000, led them to suggest that G(Co) 
is hea\~ly dependent on quantum effects. There is clearly some error 
1n either the classical or the quantum Franck-Condon factors of 
ref. 5 since tunneling effects should cause G(Co)/G(Ru) to be 
larger in the quantum case than in the classical one, yet a 
smaller value was found for the quantum case in ref. 5. 
Actually, we have found that the large classical value of ref. 5 
for G(Co)/G(Ru) is the result of using the inaccurate estimate 
(28.5 kJ/mol) of Stynes and Ibers1 for the hexaamminecobal t internal 
reorganization energy. The latter seem to have treated the bond 
length reorganization energy in the hexaamminecobalt ions as containing 
34 
TABLE I: Structural and Sp~ctroscopic Data a 
0 
~1-1\ bond length, A 2.114 1.936 
fiw (A1g), em 
- 1 357 494 
nw (E ) 255 442 g 
nw (F) 325 475 
D"-l (F) 192 331 
nw (F) 187 322 
nw (F) 143 246 
A outer (kJ/mol) 117 










only diagonal tenns 4 L f (llq . ) 2, where 
t. i=l r 1 
in the ith Co-N bond length, and fr is the 
llq. is the displacement 
1 
Co-N bond force constant. 
But the reaction coordinate is actually the symmetric stretching 
nonnJl mode, and ¥:hen expressed in terms of bond modes cross.:.tenns arc 
obtained, The totally S)1TUnctric F-matrix force constant FA is given 
lg 32 
in terms of generali:eJ-\·alence-force field (G\'FF) constants f by 
= f + 4f ' + f r rr rr (13) 
•here f is the diagonal force constant, and f and f ' are off-r rr rr 
diagonal force constants. f ' denotes interaction between displacements rr 
perpendicular to each other. frr denotes interaction between displace-
ments on the same line. The S)Tirnetric stretching nonnal mode force constant 
F1 involves both the F- and G-matrix elements and equals FA /m1 ,32 where m1 lg 
is the mass of one ligand. The bond length reorganization energy is33 
-} F1 (t~Q1 ) 2 v.·here t~Q1 , the normal-mode displacement, is 16m1 tlqi32 (all six 
tlq. 's are equal). Thus, this reorganization energy equals ~(f + 4f ' + 
1 '+ r rr 
2 
f ) 6(tlq.) . It thereby involves both diagonal (f ) and off-diagonal rr 1 r 
(f and f ,) GV'FF force constants, and the latter are almost as important rr rr 
as the former. 34 Accordingly, we have made a comparison of the more correct 
classical value with the quantwn swn, as well as v.·i th the semiclassical 
swn for G. 
In the high-temperature (classical) limit, the Franck-Condon factors 
usually depend mainly on modes in which the product potential is displaced 
in coordinate space relative to the reactant potential (i.e., A; 0). In the 
Co- and Ru-hexaammine self-exchange reactions only the solvent modes and the 
totally symwetric ~g internal modes have nonzero A'S. Changes of frequency 
in the other modes would also make some contribution to G, of course, and as 
36 
an example we include the modes of Eg and F symmetry later in quantum cal-
culations of G. The approximate classical expression for G (eq 8) cannot 
treat modes for which A s 0. 
Using the knovm A1g stretching frequencies (cf. Table I) for 
Co (II/III) - hexaamnine, the A1g syrrunetry force constants F111 and FII 
(i.e., the F for oxidation states III and II) are calculated to be Alg 
2.45 X 103 N/ m and 1. 28 x 103 N/m, respectively. Using the 
a\·eragc force constant of eq 9 and the Co-N bond lengths in Table I, 
the internal reorganization energy is found to be about 48 kJ/mol 35 
(instead of the 28.5 kJ/mol calculated in ref. 1). By analogous calculation, 
the Ru(II/III) hexaamnine internal reorganization energy is found to be 
2.5 kJ/ mol. The total outer-sphere A'S for the cobalt and ruthenium reactions 
ha\·e recently been estimated as 117 kJ/mol and 113 kJ/mol, respectively. 5 
Using these energy parameters, eq 8 yields as a classical result 
G(Co)/G(Ru) '\, 5 x 10- 9 \o.·hich is in reasonable agreement with the quantt.nn 
result, both as given by Buhks, et al., and as calculated below. 
In order to assess the accuracy of the saddle-point method for the 
hexaamminecobalt system, the values of G obtained by direct sum are 
compared with those obtained by saddle-point integration. For simplified 
models consisting of only 
one of the two degenerate 
the Alg internal mode, or of both the ~g and 
E internal modes, both the direct and saddle-g 
point calculations have been performed. (For the E modes ~Q . is zero, g 1 
if in the transition state each reactant has octahedral symmetry, but 
~w. is nonzero.) The results are given in Table II. At least for 
1 
the models in this Table the saddle-point evaluation is a very good 
approximation. 
For the complete hexaamminecobalt system consisting of all the 




Direct Sum Saddle-Point 
Ru(hli3) 6
2+/3+ (All values for G have been multiplied by 109 cm-1.) 
quantum solvent, quantum internal 
classical solvent, quantum internal 
b 
effective force constant 








1.+/3+ 18 -1 
Co(~3 ) 6 (All values for G have been multiplied by 10 em .) 
A1g internal modes 
quant~ solvent, quantum internal 
classical solvent, quantum internal 
effective force constantb 
20.0 
17.9 
classical solvent, quantum internal 19.1 
effective force constantb; 
classical solvent, classical 
. lc 1nterna 
and E internal modes g 
classical solvent, quantum internal 
All internal modes 








"internal" refers to intramolecular degrees of freedom of reactants. 
aFrequencies and displacements from Table I. 
bEffective internal frequency used (see eq 9). The saddle-point 
approximation is exact in this case. 
CEq 8. 
38 
frequencies listed in Table I (6Qi a 0 for the Eg and F modes), the 
direct sum ~~s found to require excessive computation time, so only 
the saddle-point value of the Franck-Condon sum wa~ calculated. 
Assumcing that it is reliable, we find (cf. Table II) G(Co)/G(Ru) ~ 10-8, 
in agreement ~·i tL the saddl e-point-mcthod-value in ref. 5. 
Also listed in Table II are values of G calculated using the 
t~·o-frequency quantum sol vent model described earlier and analogous 
values calculated assuming wholly classical solvent interaction. 
As expected, the classical solvent model yields a slightly smaller 
value of G (less nuclear tunneling). The effect is small, about 
10% in the systems considered. 
Hcxaaquoiron (II/III) Self-exchange Reaction. Like the hexa-
'VV\1\/V' 
arnminecobalt self-exchange reaction, the hexaaquoiron self-exchange 
reaction proceeds with a large internal reorganization energy 1n-
volving the metal-ligand internal modes. Using metal-oxygen 
S}~etric stretching frequencies in the ferric and ferrous ions of 
roughly 490 cm-l and 389 am-l respectively, 2 and a change in 
equilibrium bond length of 0.14 A,36 the internal reorganization 
energy is calculated to be 35 kJ/mol, when an effective single 
frequency of 431 cm-l, based on eq 9, is used. The outer-sphere 
reorganization energy has been estimated as 27 kJ/mol. 2 
It has been suggested that in a system like this one, in ~·hich 
a high-freguency mode undergoes a significant bond length change, 
quantum effects should be large. But calculation of the sum over 
Franck-Condon factors yields a quantum value of ahout 3.5 times 
the classical value (cf. Table III). Thus, as in the hexaammine-
39 
TABLE III: Franck-Condon SLDnS For Hexaaquoiron and Tris-bipyridyl-
ruthenium Self-Exchange and Cross-Reactions 
Reaction 
F 2+ F 3+ e - e 
2+ 3+ Ru(bpy) 3 - Ru(bpy) 3 




a ?-1ul tiplied by 1015 an- 1. 
b ?-1ultiplied by 106 cm- 1. 
c Multiplied by 107 cm- 1. 
Quantum Classical Semiclassical 
8.Sa 2.4 3 145. 3 
1.4b 1.4b 1.6b 
2.Sc l.Sc 3.8c 
0.94 1.00 0.40 
d cf. eq 17. Rate constants are from Table IV. k11 , k 22, and k12 
are the rate constants for the preceding three reactions, in 
the order listed. 
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cobalt self-exchange reaction, no very large quantum effect on the Franck-
Condon sum is ob5Cl\'Cd. Indeed, the discrepancy is smaller than the other 
uncertainties in the overall calculation of the reaction rates, and the 
quantum ex~ression is more complex (cf. the cancellation of terms in the 
classical expression, leading to the simple cross-relation expression21 
The 'semiclassical' result in Table III is seen to be in large error. 
It v.·as shO\·:n in ref. 26 that the semiclassical method corresJX>nds, tacitly, 
to assuning that the nuclear tunneling distance along the abscissa is ac 
m Fig. 2, v.·hcreas it is actually ab. This assumption 1s valid only v.·hen 
the products' curve at the intersection is very steep, for then point 
b = JX>int c, and so is valid v.·hen liE is quite negative. Identical 
remarks apply to the reverse reaction when -liE is quite negative and 
hence, by microscopic reversibility, to the fon;ard reaction v.·hen liE 
for the forv.·ard reaction is quite positive. For t>E = 0 one concludes, 
since ac « ab, that the "semiclassical" tunneling rate will exceed the 
26 2+ 3+ quantum one, a result confirmed in Table III (Fe - Fe ). Related 
remarks apply to use of the semiclassical result in the so-called inverted 
region (I t.Ej » >.), only now the semiclassical answer is too lov.·, for no\,· 
26 it v;as sho\o.TI, the actual nuclear tunneling distance is less than the 
tacitly assumed one. 26 
~j~~J))~Jt· Quantum effects on the classical cross-
relation37 are found below to be relatively small, in the 'normal' 
G
o . 
t:, reg1me. In this relation, the rate constant k12 of 
41 
is related to those (k11 , k22) of the self-exchange reactions 
v.ilen the \-:ork tenns are either small or nearly cancel, 
1 
k12 ~ (k11k22 K12f12)z 







is the equilibrium constant of reaction 14 a;·1d f 12 is 
given by 
(18) 
where Z is the collision frequency in solution. Expressed in terms of 
of the classical G's, this expression can be rev.7itten as 
1 





and ( 21) 
The classical results in Tables III and IV are those for a 
classical adiabatic result, 
k.. = z 'G . . 
lJ lJ (22) 
v.·here Z is defined above (and is taken to be 10 11 M-ls-l 21 , 27). Eq 22 
is valid v.nen work terms for formation of the precursor and successor 
complexes are neglected and \<:hen nonadiabatici ty is negligible. To 
assess a quantwn correction, the "quantum results" in Tables III and 
IV were obtained using eqs 21-22 but with the G . . in eq 21 replaced by 
lJ 
its quantum value. The 'semiclassical' values in Table III were calcu-
lated by introducing the semiclassical value of G .. into eqs 21-22. lJ 
From the results of Table III for the cross-reaction 
2+ 3+ 3+ 2+ Fe + Ru(bpy) 3 ~Fe + Ru(bpy) 3 
( 2 3) 
43 
one can sec that the quantum effect on the calculated cross-reaction 
rate (eq 17) is only a factor of 2 for reaction 23. The quanttFl effect 
on the cross-relation, i.e., on the ratio of the left to the right 
hand side in eq 17,is calculated to be a factor of 0.94. 
In obtaining these 
ganization energies for 
were taken from ref. 2: 
reorganization energies 
results, the inner-and outer-sphere reor-
2+/3+ the Ru(bpy) 3 self-exchange reaction 
Ainner ~ 0 and~ Aout ~ 13.4 kJ/mol. The 
for the FeZ+/3+ self-exchange are given 
above. The inner- and outer-sphere reorganization energies for 
reaction 23 were then estimated from the additivi~' ru1e 27 to be 
17.6 kJ/mol and 20.1 kJ/mol, respectively. To allo~ direct com-
paris on ben.:een the quantum and classical results, the effective 
frequency 431 on-l was e~loyed for the Fe2+13+ symmetric stretch, 
according to the rule for effective force constants given by eq 9. 
The free energy of reaction for reaction 23 is readily calculated 
3+ to be -47.3 kJ/mol from the reduction potentials of Ru(bpy) 3 
(1. 26 ev38 -40 ) and Fe (aq) 3+ (0. 770 ev22). 
The calculated self-exchange rate constants in Table n' a~ree 
reasonably \o.'ell with the measured rate constants. However, the 
calculated values of the rate constant for the cross reaction differ 
from the experimental value by two to three orders of magnitude. 
Several explanations for the apparent failure of the theory to 
predict this particular cross reaction rate, when it predicts many 

















a c b 
NUCLEAR CONFIGURATION 
Curve similar to Figure 1, but for a nearly thermoneutral 
reaction (6E- 0). Points a and b here are classical 
'turning points' of motion on the reactants' and products' 
potential energy curves, for the given energy E. Point c 
is at the intersection of the two potential energy surfaces. 
The actual nuclear tunneling distance is ab. Cf. Ref. 26. 
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TABLE I\': Rate Constants For Hexaaquoiron and Tris-bipyridyl-
ruthenium Self-Exchange and Cross-Reactions a 
Reaction kcalc (quantum) kcalc(classical) kobs 
?+ 3+ 
Fe· - Fe 6.3 1.7 4.241 
2+ 3+ Ru(bpy) 3 - Ru(bpy) 3 4.9xl0 
8 4.6xl08 1.2x109 
42 
2+ 3+ 
Fe - Ru (bpy) 3 1.4xl0
8 8.4xl07 7x10s 43,44 
a . -1 -1 Un1ts are M s . 
46 
the stabi 1 it>· of the precursor and successor complexes, (2) non-
adiabaticity, and (3) nuclear tunneling. Since the quantum and 
classical calculated rate constants are in good agreement, the third 
suggestion, nucl e3 r tunneling, can no~ be elimin~tcJ, so that the 
discrepancy is probably due to (l) or (2). 
h'e ha\·e shohn that the Franck-Condon contributions to the rates 
of the hexaan~inecobalt, hexaammineruthenium, and hexaaquoiron self-
exchange reactions at 300 K can be reasonably v.·ell approximated by 
the classical expression (factors of 4.3, 1.2 and 3.5, respectively). 
These corrections are relatively minor, in \ ' iev.: of the tmcertainties 
in the various quantities involved in the rate expression. A non-
adiabatic model v.·as assumed, but analogous result.s w.·ould be ex-pected 
for an adiabatic model. 
Also for these systems, \ve have seen by direct comparison v.·i th 
the exactly evaluated quantum sum of Franck-Condon tenns that the 
saddle-point approximation is a veD' good approximation to the exact 
sum. The 'semiclassical' approximation (eq 10) is a poor one for self-
h F 2+ F 3+ exchange reactions sue as e - e • 
The quantum effect on the cross-reaction relation (eq 17) for 
hexaaquoiron(II) with tris-bipyridylruthenium(III) is negligible 
(a factor of 0.94), since some cancellation of quantum effects occurs 
in the calculation of cross-reaction rates. 
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~e conclude that a reasonable order of magnitude estimate for 
the contribution of configurational changes of high frequency quantum 
modes in the first coordination layer, for typical metal-ligand fre-
quencies, to the rate constant can be provided by a classical expres-
sion. Pre-exponential factors and activation energies are expected to 
be more sensitive to use of the classical approximation (they are to 
other approximations also), and will be discussed in a subsequent paper. 
Appendix 
'\IVVVVVV\, 
H:1 nnonic-osc ill a tor ovcrl ap integrals. The overlap integral 
'VVVVVVV\/Vi/V./VVVV../VI/VVVVVVVVVVVVVVIIVVI. 
~lm) is given by 
1 1 
<nlm) = (-l)m+n[2/T/(l+f)]2(2m+nm!n!)2 e-Xf/(l+f) 
00 
)([(1-f)/(l+f)](m+n)/Z L m!n! [4/l:/(1-f)]£ (Al) 
t=O t!(m-t)!(n-t)! 
XF {r [fX) H r rzxr-) n-£\ vr-:-tr m-~"Vr=F 1 
where f and X are described in the text. Hn is the Hermite 
pol)~ornial of order n, and Fn(x) = i~n (ix). (Eq A1 is given, for 
example, in refs. 14 and 15 although with a few misprints.) 
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For the case X = 0 and f 1 1, eq Al reduces to ?3 
1 r jl (2nl2m) = [ 4f J 4 12n! 2m! I(-l)n (f-1\n+m 
(l+f)2 \Z2n+2m f+l ,l 




16f ] .t 
(f-1) 2 
3 1 
= r 4f ]4 r (2n+l)!(2m+l)!JI (-l)n lf-l )n+m 
l (l+f)2 l z2n+2m lf+1; (2n+112m+l) 
X I ( -1f 
£=0 (2£+1)! (n-.t)! (m-.t)! [ 
16f J.t 
(f-1) 2 
(2nl2m+l) = <zn+112m) = 0 
The suns in eq Al and A2 are only fonnally infinite; they 
are actually tenninated by the factorials in the denominators of 
the terms of the sur.6 ~nen £ exceeds either m or n. 
Generating function for t~c saddle-point approximation. f(t) 
(eqs 5 and 6) is found (using methods in refs. 23 and 24) to he given by 
f(t) = N { 1 - L 2 .tn[sinh 26. sinh 2a. (w .tanh 6. + w! tanhe1 .) 
j=l J J J J J J 
X(w . coth 6- + w! coth a.)/(w .w!)] J J J J J J (A3) 
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The second derivative of f(t) is 
fl I (t) = 
+ 
w- 13 sech 3a . sinh a. + w. 3 sech 3 8- sinh 8-
J J J J J J 
2(w tanh 8- + w- 1 tanh a.) 
J J J J 
(w. 2 sech2 e. - w.' 2 sech2 a.) 2 (w- 12 csch 2 a. - w. 2 csch 2 8-) 2 
+ __ J~ _______ )L_ __ ~J~------~J~ + ~JL-------~JL---~J--------~1~ 
4 (w. tanh 8. + w. 1 tanh a.) 2 4 (wJ. coth 8J- + w. 1 coth aJ. ) 2 
J J J J J 
w. 13 csch 3 a . cosh a. + w. 3 csch 3 8- cosh 8-
J J J J J J 
2(w. coth 8- + w.' coth aJ.) 
J J J 
2A. w- 1 1~ - ' csch 3 a . cosh a. + w. csch 3 B- cosh 8-) 
+ __..J(,J__.J ) J J J J J 
n(w. coth a. + w.' coth 8).) 2 
J J J 
2A - w.' 3 w. (csch 2 a. - csch 2 8-) 2 } - J J J J ____ ..z.__ 
n(wj coth aj + Wj
1 
coth 8j) 3 
v.•here N is the nurnher of hannonic modes in the system, 
8 -
J 




and w., w. ' and 6Q. are defined in the text. t 0 is the saddle-) J J 
point value of t, i.e. t such that 
+ 
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0 = f I (t) = i in I w. coth 28. -N { W· I coth 2o.. 
+ 
j=l J J 
wj 2 sech 2 Bj - wj 2 sech2 o.j 
2(w. tanh 6. + w.' tanh o..) 
J J J J 
J J 
w . '2 csch 2 a. - w. 2 csch 2 s. 
J J J J 
2A. w' 2 (csch 2 a. -
J J J 
2(w. coth 6 - + w.' coth a.) 
J J J J 
n(w. coth a. + W- 1 
J J J 
(A6) 
'Semiclassical' Franck-Condon sum. The 'semiclassical' Franck-
Condon sum, eq 10, may be derived from eq 1, the Golden-Rule expres-
sion for the Franck-Condon sum, using techniques originally applied 
to other problems. 29 Consider first the case in which a single 
normal vibrational mode, of frequency w, normal mode force constant 
k ~ w2, and normal coordinate q, characterizes both the reactants and 
the products. The reactant Hamiltonian is 
(A7) 
The products' Hamiltonian, in which the equilibrium value of q is 
displaced by an amount a, is 
(A8) 
where ~ is the reaction endoergicity. Eq 1 gives 
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\\'here the Fourier- integral representation of the delta function has 
been introduced. Inserting the exponential in the coordinate integral 
and noting that the wavefunctions corresponding to In) and lm), 
x and x , are eigenfunctions of H and H, respectively, one obtains n m r p 
(AlO) 
If all commutators of H and H are neglected which is the semi-r p , 
classical approximation in this approach, then29a 
iH t/1i - iH t/h it (H -H ) t/ti e p e r a e p r (All) 
1 From eqs A7 and AS it is found that H -H = -ka(q--2 a-LE/ka), so p r 
eq AlO becomes 
1 m 1 
G = (hQ)-1 re-(n+2)11w/kT 1 (n le-itka(q-7 a-flE/ka)ln )dt 
n 
(Al2} 
where use has been made of the identity ~ lm) (ml • 1. Eq Al2 
may be re\\Titten as 




f 1 where q = 1 a + AE/ka is the value of q for which the reactant and 
product potential energies are equal. According to Mehler's 
fornrula, 23 the sun in eq A14 may be reduced to the single tenn 
1 
G = (2nxnwcothy)-I exp{-(6E+.A) 2/2~othy] (AlS) 
~here y =fu/2kT, .A= i ka 2 , and we have used Q = l2 sinhffiw/2kT)r 1 • 45 
Consider now a system having N nonnal vibrational modes, each 
characterized by a frequency wj and normal mode force constant kj = wj 2 • 
Let aj be the difference between the equilibrium values of the jth 
normal coordinate in the product and reactant. Define A· = ~ k.a~ and 
J - J J 
y. =~./2kT. G.(6E) is given by eq AlS for each mode individually. 
J J J 
G(AE) for the N-mode system, where AE is again the reaction endo-
ergicity, is a convolution of the G.'s (j = 1, 2, ... , N). That is 
J 
Since each Gj(E) is a gaussian distribution in E, G(AE) is a 
convolution of the gaussians G .• Therefore G(6E) is itself a 
J 
(Al6) 
gaussian distribution, and has a mean equal to the sun of the means 
of the G., and variance equal to the sum of the variances of the G .. 47 
J J 
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Thus G(l£) for an N-mode system is given by eq AlS, but with 
N N 
A s r A. and ):fiwcothy = r >. .fu. co thy.. Explicitly, 
j=l J j=l J J J 
1 N - 7 N G = (2n I A.nw. coth ~.) exp[-(6E + I A.) 2 / 
j=l J J J j=l J 
N 
(2 I A. nw. coth ~].)] 
j=l J J 
(/\.17) 
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CHAPTER 2 
QUANTUM EFFECTS FOR ELECTRON-T RANSF ER 




In the usual range of standard free energies of reaction 
t:.G 0 , outer-sphere homogeneous electron transfer reactions have 
rates .... nich increase .,..,i th increasingly negative t:.G 0 • Ho""ever, 
when -t:.G 0 is very large both classicall,Z and quantum3' 4 theories 
predict that the electron transfer rate will ultimately decrease 
\\'i th increasingly negative t:.G 0 (inverted region), namely \\·hen 
-liG 0 is greater than >- , four times the total reorgani ::.at ion energy 
of the reaction. Experimental studies have shOhTI little or no 
. 5-8 decrease of the rate constant in this 'inverted' reg1on. 
b h 
3,4,9-12 
There have een suggestions t at quantum effects are responsible, 
suggestions that electronically-excited products may be responsible 5 
(they correspond to reactions with a smaller -t:.G 0 ), and suggestions 
that where the rate of electron transfer is inferred from and, in fact, 
equated to the rate of fluorescence quenching, the fluorescence quenching 
in the inverted region may be due instead to a faster alternate non-
electron transfer initial step, exciplex formation. 13 
In the present paper we consider the importance of nuclear 
tunneling first for a model system and then for an actual system using 
realistic vibration frequencies and bond length changes for the data of 
Creutz and Sutin. 6 The discrepancy is found to remain very large, some 
quantum effects notwithstanding. An alternate path\\'ay of fanning 
an electronically-excited product is explored; it reduces the dis-
crepancy considerably. Another possible alternate pathway is an 
atom transfer. Still another possibility (longer range electron transfer) 




~antum Treatment. An approximate quantum-mechanical rate ex-
'\J\JVVVVVVVVVI 
pression based on the golden-rule transition probability is appli-
bl 1 f . th d. b . 1" . 14 ca e to e ectron trans er systems 1n e nona 1a at1c 1mat. 
\\'i thin the Condon approximation the transition probability involves the 
product of the square of an electron exchange integral and a ther-
rnally \•;eighted sum, G, O\'er Franck-Condon factors: 
(1) 
~here Q is the reactants' vibrational partition function, and n 
and rn designate initial and final vibronic states, respectively. 
En and Ern are initial- and final-state energies. E~ib is the 
initial-state vibrational energy, and lx> is treated as a 
harmonic oscillator eigenfunction assumed equal to a product over 
the system's degrees of freedom of single-mode harornonic oscillator 
ftmctions. 
The overlap integrals required for evaluating G directly by 
the sum of eq 1 are well kno~n (Ref. 15, for example). The sol-
vent interaction is included in eq 1 via two harmonic modes that 
- 1 - 1 have frequencies nw 1 ::: 1 an and nw2 = 170 ern Details are 
given in Ref. 15. 
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Classical Treatment. ~hen all the degrees of freedom of the 
'V\1\fV\f\.A/VV 
system are treated in the classical limit, &.l/2kT ~ 0, and when 
frequency changes are neglected, eq 1 reduces to 
1 
G = (4nkTA)L exp[-(6E + A) 2/4kTA] (2) 
N 
\•:here A equals I AJ·, 6E is the energy of reaction, and AJ· is four 
j=l 
times the reorganization energy for the jth mode. For a vibrational 
normal coordinate, A. = -2
1 F . (llQ · ) 2 , where F. is the force constant 
J J J J 
and 6Cj is the equilibrium displacement from reactant state to product 
state, of the jth normal coordinate. Eq 2 is similar in form to a 
classical expression 1 ' 2 \oo'hich allowed for large entropies of reaction 
\oonen they occurred. However tmlike this classical expression it 
contains energies rather than free energies, since eq 1 does not include 
15 any large entropy tenns. 
1 . h " 16 genera 1n t 1s respect. 
The other classical ex~ression1 ' 2 is more 
17 It has been sho\oon that frequency changes may be included in 
an approximate manner by using average force constants to calculate 
A, rather than using the actual force constants. The average force 
constant is 
Fav = 2FF' /( F + F') (3) 
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where F and F' are the force constants in the reactant and product 
states, respectively. We use rav when evaluating the classical 
value of the Franck-Condon sum (eq 2). Arguments were given in 
Appendix IV of ref. 17 based on a perturbation expansion suggesting 
that the approximation in eq 3 is adequate. 
Semiclassical Treatment. A 'semiclassical' treatment of elec-
tron transfer has been giv:18 anJ discussed in detail elscv>hcre .15 , 16 




G = (2n).flw coth y) exp[-(t.E + >-) 2 /(2>Jiw coth y)] (4) 
The variables of eq 4 are defined as for eq 2 and >Jiw coth y is an 
N 
abbreviation for r=l Aj nwj coth y j, where yj is nw/2kT. 
'Semiclassical' has come to denote a variety of different methods 
in the d;o amics literature, one of which yields eq 4. 
Comparison of the Three Treatments 
Fig. 1 is a plot of G, the Franck-Condon sum, calculated classi-
cally and quantum mechanically, versus /JG 0 , the standard free energy 
of reaction for a model system. /JG 0 is the same as 6E in eqs 1 and 
2, since eq 1 tacitly assumes zero for 65° when Fi = Fi'. The model 
+ + 
system represents metal-bipyridyl systems (e. g., Ru(bpy) ~ + Os (bpy) ~ ) . 
The internal reorganization in such systems is negligible (>-inner = 0) 
and the outer-sphere reorganization energy} ).out is~ 13.4 kJ/mol. 19 
t.G 0 /2kT The ordinate is a plot of log 10 (Ge ) vs !JG0 • As shown in a 
Fi gur e 1. 
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+1,5 +1.0 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 
3+/2+ 
~lode 1 ~I (bpy) 3 
~G0 (eV) 
- Classical Franck-Condon St.m1. 
-- ~antlml Franck-Condon Stm1. 
Aout = 54 kJ/mol. A. = 0. Temp. = 300 K. umer 
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recent paper, 16 both the classical and quantum values of the ordinate 
are S)Tirnetric in 6G 0 , when plotted in this manner. 
Fig. 2 is a plot similar to Fig. 1. The A's and frequencies 
used are for the h)1'0thetical system described in Table I. This 
system differs from that of Fig. 1 by including two high-frequency 
internal modes and having both a larger inner-sphere and a larger 
outer-sphere reorganization energy. (The frequencies of the inter-
nal modes are comparable to those in the cobalt hexa~nmine system.) 
In Fig. 2 the ordinate is a log plot of the Franck-Condon sum, G, 
versus 6G 0 , and so Fig. 2,unlike Fig. l,is not S)~etrical about 
The two plots are qualitatively alike. The classical value for 
the ordinates in each plot is generally less than the quantum value, 
as eA~ected since the classical theory does not include vibrational 
tunneling. In the normal region (i.e., -6G0 <A) the classical and 
quantum values agree very well. But as the free energy decreases 
into the inverted region, the quantum value decays less rapdily than 
the classical. Because of the high-frequency internal modes included 
in the second system, the discrepancy between the classical and quantum 
values only becomes appreciable in Fig. 2. Similar results were 
obsen·ed earlier by Jortner et al. using other model systems. 4 
The 'semiclassical' values are compared with the quantum for 
selected values of 6G0 in Table II. They are smaller when the system 
is in the inverted region and high otherwise. This effect is due to 
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Fi gure 2 . Hypothetical Systems (>-'sand frequencies in Table I). 
Classical Franck-Condon Sum, assuming also eq. 3. 
Quantum Franck-Condon Sum. 
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Table I: Hypothetical System (Temp. = 300 K) 
- 1 - 1 
















Table II: Comparison of QuantLD11 and Semiclassical Franck-Condon 
a 
Sums, - log 1 o G. 
System Quantum 












a G is in em. 
b ).. = 0. ).out= 35.3 kJ/mol at nwl 1nner = 170 cm-
1 
at &.l2 - 1 = 1 em . Temp. = 300 K. 














and 18.2 kJ/mol 
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method \\·hich, as discussed in recent papers, 15 •16 is valid only 
when the slope of the products' potential energy curve is extremely 
steep near its intersection with the reactants' potential energy 
curve. (Only then is the semiclassical nuclear tunneling distance ac 
in Figs. 3 and 4 of ref. 16 or Fig. 2 of ref. 15 equal to the effective 
nuclear tunneling distance ab there.) 
The quantum values plotted in Figs. 1 and 2 were calculated both 
by the direct evaluation of eq 1 and by the saddle-point method 
described elsewhere .1 5' 20 The results of the two computations -v;ere 
found to be superimposable, so that the saddle-point approximation 
is a very good approximation in these common electron-transfer 
sys terns. Another approximation - an equivalent sinp,le mode approxi-
mation - is also available (eq 19 of ref. 16) and has yielded excellent 
agreement with the quantum results when used \\ithin its region of validity 
(given in eq 21 of ref. 16). 
Both the classical and the quantum theories described earlier 
predict that the electron transfer rate will ultimately decrease \\hen 
~Go becomes increasingly negative, i.e., when -~Go exceeds the total 
A for the system. The classical theory predicts quadratic dependence 
in the very negative ~Go region (cf. Refs. 3 and 4, and also as seen in 
Figs. 2 and 3). But experimental studies of highly exotherrric reactions 
have shown little or no decrease of the rate constant in the inverted 
. 5-8 reg1on, due to a variety of possible reasons discussed earlier. 
We first explore the kinetic effect of formation of products in 
their lowest electronic state, for reactions of excited Ru(bpy) 2 + 
3 
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\oo'ith tris-bipyridyl Ru, Os and Cr quenchers, studied experimentally 
b C d S 
. 6 y reutz an ut1n. The reactions are listed in Table III. Given 
there are the standard free energies of reaction calculated from 
the kno~n reduction potentials in Table IV. The reactions consist 
of electron-transfer quenching of the lowest luminescent excited 
+ + state of Ru(bpy)~ or Ru(~lebpyg , where bpy= 2,2'-bipyridyl , and 
~lebpy = 4, 4' -dimethyl- 2, 2'- bipyridyl. 
The nature of the ruthenium (II) complex excitation - metal 
to ligand charge transfer27 , 28 - contributes a significant internal 
reorganization energy to the electron transfer reaction. From v~bra-
tional progressions in the low-temperature luminescence and absorp-
+ 
tion spectra of Ru(bpy); , it appears that a high-frequency mode, 
~ = 1300 is excited in the luminescing state. 29,3° We have 
found the associated Ainner to be 1300 ~ 100 crn- 1 (15.5 ~ 1 kJ/mo1) 
by fitting the follov,:ing line-shape function to the emission spectrum: 
n 
-x x 
Intensity a e n! (5) 
where n is the vibrational quantum number in the ground electronic 
state, and x =A /nw; J1w is the frequency of the vibrational 
- 1 
mode (~ = 1300 ern in the present case). Eq 5 gives the square-
overlap of the lowest single-mode harmonic oscillator state of the 
electrunically excited state with the nth vibrational state of the 
lowest electronic state of the ruthenium (II) complex, when both states 
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Table III: Crcutz and Sutin Rcactions6 
Reaction 3 L L' 
1 Cr bpy bpy -0.57 1.19 
2 Cr t.lebpy bpy -0.83 0.93 
3 Os bpy bpy -1.66 0.1 
4 Os ~lebpy bpy -1.78 -0.0 2 
5 Ru bpy ~lebpy -1.96 -0.20 
6 Ru ~lebpy Mebpy -2.07 -0.31 
7 Ru bpy bpy -2.09 -0.33 
a The numbe rs correspond to the numbered points in Fig. 3 
b 6G 0 * is the ~G 0 to form the electronically excited state of the 
RuL 3 +. 
3 
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Table IV: Reduction Potentials 
Reduction Potential (e\') Ref. 
Cr(bpy) 
3 
3+ -0.26 21,22 
Os(bpy) 3 + 
3 
0.82 8 




3+ 1. 26 24,25, 26 
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have the same frequency but the equilibrium position of the nth 
state is displaced relative to that of the zeroth state. 31 Because the 
vibrational quantum is so large relative to kT (kT = 208.5 cm- 1 ~ 2.494 
kJ/mol at 300 K) transitions from vibrational states higher than the 
zeroth need not be considered in the emission equation, eq 5. 
In the appendix it is shov.n that ¥:hen the emission and absorption 
line shapes are due to a high-frequency vibration (1'1w » kT) the Stokes 
shift is approximately t\dcc A. for the transition from electronic 1nner 
ground state to electronic excited state. Using the average of the 
singlet-triplet absorption maxima at 77 K reported in refs. 27, 28, 30 
-1 and 32 (18, 300 em v:i th some uncertainty) and the average of the 
emission ~ima at 298 K reported in refs. 7, 23 and 27 (16,200 cm- 1 
1 -1 with some uncertainty) one obtains A. = ~ (18,300 - 16,200) em 
1nner " = 
1050 cm- 1 = 12.5 kJ/mol for the ruthenium charge transfer transition. 
This estimate for A. is in fair agreement with the value Inner 
A. 1nner = 15.5 kJ/mol obtained above by fitting eq 5 to emission spectra. 
A. Inner = 15.5 kJ/mol will be assumed for the contribution of the *Ru(bpy)~+ 
Ru(bpy)~+ subsystem to the electron transfer reactions in Table III. 
The reactant Ru(bpy)~+ may be in one of three triplet states, 
but the splitting of these states is small and may be neglected. (In 
the ruthenium and osmium complexes the lowest excited states are formed 
by metal Alg to ligand 3n* excitations.) The triplet states have a total 
. 2+ . 2+ 33 
splitting of 0.73 kJ/mol In Ru(bpy) 3 , and 0.77 kJ/mol 1n RuQMebpy)3 • 
Both of these splittings are small relative to the 6G0 's of the electron 
transfer reactions being considered, so that each triplet state may 
be regarded as essentially a single triply degenerate state. The 
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splitting of the Os(bpy) 2 + excited state (needed later) is not known, 
3 
but will be assumed to be negligible when calculating electron transfer 
rates to form excited products. It has been postulated to be similar 
to the splitting in Ru(bpy) 2 + excited state. 34 
3 
Except for the high-frequency mode discussed above, the 
bip)7idyl systems undergo negligible internal reorganization during 
19 22 35 electron transfer. ' ' The outer-sphere reorganization energy 
is roughly constant throughout the series of reactions. Aout has 
been estimated as Aout =54 kJ/mo1. 19 •35 
The spacing of the lines in the low-temperature (77 K) 
emission and absorption spectra of Ru(~~bpy) 2 + 29 indicates that 
. 3 
a mode for v.hich nw = 1300 em -l is excited in the luminescing 
state. Fitting the emission intensities to eq 5 yields Ainner = 
15.5 kJ/mol for this ruthenium charge transfer transition. 
Using Ainner = 15.5 kJ/mol, Aout = 54 kJ/mol, and the ~G0 'S 
in Table III, we calculated rate constants for the reactions to 
form ground-state products. In the adiabatic limit U1e classical 
rate constant is given by17 eq 6 when work terms are negligible, 
1 
ket = Z(4r.kT A)z G, (6) 
where G·is the classical Franck-Condon sum given by eq 2, with l>E 
replaced by liG 0 , and A = L A. is the sum over inner- and outer- sphere 
. J 
A's. ~is the collision ~requency in solution: ~10 11 M- 1s- 1 • 2•17 •36 
For simplicity, the quantum rate constant was assumed to be given by 
7 5 
the same expression (eq 6) but with the quantum Franck-Condon sum 
(eq 1) used for G. In this way, the quantum expression reduces to 
the classical in the limit fi ~ 0. Strictly speaking eqs 1 and 2 
for the G's (classical and quantum) were derived for nonadiabatic 
electron transfers. 
The classical and quantum rates and the observed rates are 
plotted in Fig. 3 (solid line for classical, dashed line for quantum). 
The plotted values are not the electron-transfer rate constants theJJ-
selves , hut rather the rate constants corrected for diffusion36 kobs' 
-1 
k = ( 1 + 1 ) 
obs ~ Kd 
where kd is the diffusion limit:"" 3.Sxl0 9 tvt 1s- 1 • 6 
(7) 
The difference between the quantum and the classical calcula-
tions in the very negative tG 0 region is again not negligible, because 
of the high-frequency internal mode involved in the present reactions, 
fiw = 1300 cm- 1 , and the fact that its contribution to ).inner is 
not negligible. Still, the classical and quantum calculations are 
in qualitative agreement and neither explains the observed rates 
in the inverted region, as Fig. 3 demonstrates. The dis-
crepancy .,.,.ould be even greater if a nonadiabaticity factor 2 K 
were introduced. 
In order to assess the possibility of the electron transfer 
products being formed in excited electronic states we have calculated 
quantum mechanically the rates of electron transfer to excited 
product states. The calculation requires a ).inner for formation 
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0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -2.0 
!::.G 0 (eV) 
Fi gure 3 . k (calculated and experimental) for bipyridyl systems. 
k = (ket- 1 + kd- 1)- 1 with kd~3.5xl0 9 M- 1s- 1 • 
LG 0 is for formation of ground-state products. 
Classical to ground-state products. 
Quantum to ground-state products. 
Calculated classical rate to *Ru(III) products. 
4t Calculated quantum rate to *Ru(III) products. 
0 Experimental rate constant. 
The numbers correspond to the numbers in Table III. Primes 
indicate calculated rates to excited-state products. ). = out 
54 kJ/mol. ).inner • 15.5 kJ/mol. Temp. = 300 K. Ru(III) 
excitation energy= 1.76 eV. 
of these products. 
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The emission and absorption spectra of Os(bpy) 2 + 37 
3 
indicate that a 1300 cm- 1 mode is involved in the transition to 
its luminescing state, with A. = 9.0 kJ/mol (nw was obtained umer 
from the spacing of the lines in the emission spectrum, A. was 1nner 
obtained by fitting the inteQsities to eq 5). Quantum mechanical 
calculations for the reactions involving quenching by Os (bpy) t 
indicate that formation of electronically-excited Os(bpy)~+ 
product is less favorable than formation of excited ruthenium (III) 
products, so formation of: electronically-excited Os(bpy)~+ is not 
considered furU1er. The effect on A. of forming electronically-lnner 
excited rutheinium (III) in the reactions of Table III is not 
kno~n, so A. for reactions to form excited-state ruthenium (III) llll1er 
products is taken to be the same as the Ainner for formation of 
electronic-ground-state products; Ainner = 15.5 kJ/mol. 
The excitation energies in Table V were used, together with 
the reduction potentials of Table IV, to yield the ~G0 's (Table III) 
for formation of electronically-excited ruthenium (III) products. 
TI1e three reactions involving quenching of excited ruthenium (I I) 
by ruthenium (III) appear to proceed more favorably to an 
excited ruthenium (III) product than to the grot.md-state. The 
quantum mechanically calculated rates to excited ruthenium (III) 
are indicated by solid circles in Fig. 3, and are in good agreement 
with experiment (open circles) for the three reactions involving 
I I I 
ruthenium (III) quenchers (points labelled 5, 6, 7 and 5 , 6 , 7 ). 
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Table V: Excitation Energies 
Eo .. 0 (e\') Ref. 
Cr(bpy) 2 + 1.05 i 
3 
0.1 a 38,39 
Os(bpy) 2 + 1. 78 ± 0.01 27,32,37 
3 
Ru(bpyn• 2.12 ± 0.02 22,23,27,29,30,32,40 
Ru (t-lebpy) 2 + 2.06 ± 0.02 
3 
23,29 
Ru(bpy) 3 + 1. 76 ± 0.07 b 6 
3 
Ru(~lebpy) 3 + 
3 
1. 76c 
~e large uncertainty is due to estimating E from the o+o 
absorption spectrum alone. 
bThe large uncertainty is due to estimating E from the o+o 
absorption spectrum alone (maximum at 1.83 eV6), assuming a 
_l· 
Stokes shift~ 2300 em = 0.07 eV. 
cEstimated from E 
o•o 
3+ for Ru (bpy) 3 • 
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In the case of quenching of excited ruthenium (II) by the 
chromium (III) complex there is good agreement between the quantum 
mechanically calculated values and the experimental values if the 
electronic ground state of the ruthenium (III) complex is the product 
(points 1 and 2 in Fig. 3). Thus, the alternate pathv;ay of fanning an 
electronically-excited ruthenium (III) complex would not be expected to 
be important and indeed is calculated to be slower than fonnation of 
ground-state ruthenium (III) hy 22 and 16 orders of magnitude for 
reactions 1 and 2, respectively. 
In the case of the n.·o reactions involving quenching by the osmium 
(III) complex, the quantum mechanically calculated rate for formation 
of excited ruthenium (III) products ~~s found to be little or no faster 
than for the fonnation of ground-state products (cf. points 3' and 4' 
in Fig. 3 ~· ith the dashed line). The calculated (quantum) rate constants 
for fonnation of ground-state products are two and three orders of 
magnitude below the observed rate constants. In view of the approximations 
in the theory, this discrepancy may not be a conclusive one. 
Alternatively, unless some not yet kno\o.n lo"'·-lying electronically-
excited product state exists, quenching by the osmium complex may 
proceed via another mechanism. For example, H-atom transfer followed by 
proton exchange with the solvent is a possibility. A third possibili~· 
is described later in this section. 
To allow comparison, we have also calculated classically the 
rate constants for electron transfer to form electronically-excited 
ruthenium (III) products. The same A 1 S and ~G
0 's were used as for 
the quantum calculations discussed above. The classical 
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rates to excited products are shown in Fig. 3 by the 'dash-dot' line 
and agree well with the quantum (solid circles) values. We note that 
excited-state formation corresponds to the normal free energy region, 
while ground-state product formation lies in the inverted region. 
There is a third possible explanation for the large rate constants 
observed for reactions 3 and 4 in Fig. 3 (reaction of two electronically-
excited ruthenium (II) complexes with the osmium (III) complex). The 
distance betv>een the centers of the reactants in the activated cor.1p l ex , 
r, may, in this case of an electronically-excited reactant, be greater 
than the distance of closest approach. The distance of closest 
approach equals a1 + a 2 v;here a 1 and a 2 are the radii of the two reactants. 
Tne value of the outer-sphere reorganization energy used in the rate-
constant calculations above (~X t = 13.4 kJ/mol) ~as calculated using ou 
the classical ex~ression1 for X (eq 8) and assuming r = a 1 + a2•6 out 
(8) 
In eq 8, ~e is the change in charge of a reactant, c is the optical op 
dielectric constant, and cs is the static dielectric constant of the 
solvent. If r were greater than a 1 + a2 , then the outer-sphere reorgani-
zation energy would be calculated to be greater than 13.4 kJ/mol, as may 
be seen from eq 8: 
3+ 
The reactions in which Os(bpy)3 quenches electron-
ically excited ruthenium (II) complexes to form ground-electronic-state 
ruthenit.nn (III) (reactions 3 and 4 of Table III) have large negative free 
energies, and they lie in the 'inverted region'. In this case increasing 
r and hence increasing X t has, as is seen from eq 2, the effect of ou 
8 1 
increa:-ing the ca1cu1~teJ electron transfer rate. At least, it h.:.~s 
this effect of rate enhancement if the reactions do not becomE:: 
too non~diahatic at the larger r. 
Indeed, if r = 1.3(a 1 + a2 ) and a 1 ~ a2 , then the quantum-
mechanically calculated rate constants (corrected for diffusion 
according to eq 7) for the electron-transfer reaction between 
2+ 2+ 3+ 
*Ru (bpy) 3 and *Ru 01ebpy) 3 and Os (bpy) 3 (reactions 3 and 4 of 
8 _l _l 8 -1 _1 
Table III), are k3 = 8 x 10 M s and k4 = 3 x 10 M s 
respectively. These values are within an order of magnitude of the 
e:x-perimcntal values obtained by Creutz and Sutin; 6 k 3 ~ 3.2 x 10
9 
t-1-ls- 1 
9 _l _l 
and k4 ~ 2.6 x 10 ~~ s If r = 2(a 1 + a2 ) and a 1 ~ a 2 , the 
quantum-mechanically calculated values of the rate contants are 
9 -1 -1 9 -1 -1 k3 = 2 x 10 M s and k4 = 1 x 10 M s ; essentially in agree-
ment v;ith the e:x-perimental values. These calculations v:ere 
performed using the same numerical values for the quantities other 
than A t as were used in the calculations described above that ou 
yielded the (dashed line) quantum values in Fig. 3. However, 
electron transfer at too large an r makes the reaction increasingly 
nonadiabatic and then reduces the reaction rate. The appropriate r 
is the one ~~ich achieves a maximum rate. 
At least in the Creutz and Sutin systems, it appears that the 
lack of significant inverted behavior is indicative either 
(a) of the third possibility above or (b) of alternate reaction 
pathways becoming competitive at large negative 6G0 's, rather than 
(c) of nuclear tunneling. Nuclear tunneling due to the very high-
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frequency modes involved in transitions from the electronically 
excited reactants is a significant effect at very large negative 
AG0 's, but does not explain the lack of inverted behavior, as one 
sees from the dashed line in Fig. 3. 
Rate calculations for a hyp::>thetical system and for the bipyridyl 
systems studied by Creutz and Sutin suggest that quantum effects are 
expected to be small in the normal region (i.e., for small to moderate 
AG
0 's) even for systems having fairly large internal frequencies. At 
large negative AG0 's, quantum effects may frequently be significant. 
For most of the reactions considered in the 'inverted' region, the 
calculated and experimental results agree within an order of magnitude, 
provided that electronically-excited products are formed. An 
alternate atom transfer pathway may occur in reactions where the 
calculated rate constant for an electron transfer is appreciably less 
than the experimental one in this 'inverted' region. A third possibility 
of electron transfer at a larger distance is also considered. 
Appendix. Relation between A and the Stokes shift. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
We consider the case where excitation of a single harmonic 
vibrational mode is responsible for the emission and absorption line-
shapes. we define X : A/hv, where ~~ is the inner-sphere reorganization 
energy tor the transition fnn the electronic grotmd-state to the 
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luminescing state, and v is the frequency of the mode. (v is assumed 
to be the same in both electronic states.) 
We asst.nne for brevity that hv » kT, and then lt.nninescence 
~ill occur fr~m essentially only the lowest vibrational level 
in the electronically-excited state. Eq 5 gives the emission 
line-shape as 
Ie (i) a: e -Xr/t! (Al) 
where i is the quantum nt.nnber of the vibrational level in the 
ground electronic state to which luminescence occurs. The energy 
of the corresponding quantt.nn emitted is E - ihv, 
~0 
where E is the electronic-excitation-energy of the luminescing 
~0 
state relative to the ground state. The energy E of this quantum e 
at the emission maximt.nn is 
E = E - t*hv 
e o+o 
where t* is the value of i which maximizes (Al), i* =X. 
Similarly, since hv >> kT, absorption occurs essentially 
only from the lowest vibrational level in the electronic ground 




where m is the Yibrational quantum number of an electronically-
excited vibronic level to which absorption occurs. I
8
(m) is 
maximi~ed with respect tom, and the energy Ea 
of the absorption maximum is 
E = E + m*hv 
a o•o (A4) 
wheie m* is found by maximization of (A3) to equal X. 
The Stokes shift is Es = Ea Ee. 41 From eqs A2 and A4 we have 
Es = (m* + i*)hv = 2Xhv (AS) 
But X = A/hv, so 
E = n s (A6) 
Eq A6 is a well-kno~n approximate formula (e.g., ref. 4b). A 
simple classical derivation is given in ref. 42. Eq A6 can also 
be obtained from the quantum mechanical theory of optical spectra 
in solids given in ref. 43. 
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CHAPTER 3 
FURTH ER DEVELOPMENTS IN ELECTRON TRA NSFER 
90 
Some time ago it was predicted (l, ~) that, in a series of 
weak-overlap electron transfer reactions, the rate would first 
increase when 6G
0 
was made more negative, and then, when 6G0 be-
came very negative, eventually decrease . Evidence for such an 
'inverted effect' has been given in a number of papers (3-11) 
but in many other studies the reaction rate reaches a li~itin~ 
value, rather than a decreasing value, when -6G0 becomes large 
(e.g., Cg-~)). Possible explanations for the latter result 
have been suggested: (a) alternate pathways for the reaction 
when 6G
0 
is very negative [such as H-atom transfer (19, 20), 
electronically-excited product states (11, 20), or, when the 
reacti~n was observed via quenching of fluorescense, exciplex 
format1on (21, 22)], (b) quantum mechanical nuclear tunneling 
(20, 23-27), (c) masking by diffusion, and (d) reduction of the 
inverted effect [by electron transfer over a distance (19) ]. 
Quantum mechanical tunneling reduce~ the magnitude ofthe 
predicted effect but does not eliminate it in weak-overlap sys-
tems, as one sees, for example, in some recent calculations for 
an actual experimental system (20). Moreover, there is a 1:1 
correspondence between the quantum mechanically calculated 
charge transfer spectrum (emission or absorption vs hv) for a 
weak overlap redox system and the plot (eq 8 and 9 given later) 
of k t versus the energy of reaction, 6E (25), and hence in a ac -
series of reactions of given 65°, versus -6G0 • Here, 
kact is the activation-controlled quantum mechanically calcu-
lated rate constant. Thus, the well-known existence of a maxi-
mum in the charge transfer vs wavelength spectrum implies that 
there will be a maximum in the ln k vs -6G0 plot when the 
act-
electron transfer is a weak-overlap reaction. This correspond-
ence removes any question that nuclear tunneling would eliminate 
the inversion, since that tunneling occurs to the same extent 
in both the charge transfer spectrum and the k t vs -6G
0 
ac 
plots, and the former has a well-known maximum. It also re-
moves any argument that large anharmonicities in practice 
eliminate the effect: the correspondence applies regard-
less of whether the vibrations are harmonic or anharmonic, 
as long as the electron transfer is a weak-overlap one. (The 
effects of having a very strong-overlap electron transfer re-
main to be investigated.) 
In a recent paper, an approximate calculation was made of 
effects (b) to (d) above (19), using an approximate analytical 
solution for the diffusion problem, for the case where the re-
action occurs readily over a short range of separation distances 
of the reactants. In the present report, we summarize the re-
sults of our recent calculations on a numerical solution of the 
same problem. A more complete description is given elsewhere 
(28). One additional modification made here to (~) is to en-
sure that the current available rate constant data at 6G
0 = 0 
(Appendix) are satisfied. 
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The diffusion-reaction equation for the pair distribution 
function g(r,t) of the reactants, which react with a rate con-
stant which at any r is k(r), is given by (29-32) 
ag(r,t) = l 
at r 2 
- k(r)g(r,t) (1) 
ar 
where J is 
r 
the inward radial flux density (per unit concentra-
tion) due to diffusion and to any forced motion arising from an 
interaction potential energy, U(r), assumed to depend only on 
the separation distance r. The magnitude of J is given by 
r 




-U/kBT a U/~T 
(2) - De ar (ge ) 
where D is the sum of the diffusion constants of the two re-
actants. 
The observed rate constant, k b , at time t is then given 
by (~. 33) 0 s 
~ k(r)g(r,t)4nr2 dr 
0 
(3) 
The steady-state solution to eq 1 satisfies ag;at = 0, i .e., it 
satisfies 
(1/r2)d(r2J )/dr = k(r)g(r) (4) 
r 
For the experimental conditions investigated thus far, the 
steady-state solution is an excellent approximation to the solu-
tion of eq 1 and we consider this case. However, in proposing 
some experiments in the picosecond regime to enhance the chance 
of observing the inverted effect, we consider the time-dependent 
equation 1. 
The rate constant k(r) is typically assumed to depend expo-
nentially on r, varying as exp(-ar). Theoretical estimates have 
been made for a of 1.44 ~- 1 when there is intervening material 
between the reactants (34), and 2.6 ~- 1 when there is not (35). 
A recent calculation for~he hexaaquoiron self-exchange reaction 
yielded a= 1.8 ~- 1 (36). Experimentally, the value inferred 
indirectly for an electron transfer between aromatic systems in 
rigid media is about 1.1 ~- 1 (37). 
These values of a are sufficiently large that k(r) falls 
off rapidly with r. When this "reaction distance" is small 
relative to the distance over which the function h(r) = g exp 
(U/k8T) changes significantly, i.e., over which (h(r) - h(o))/ 
(h(~) - h(o)) becomes appreciable, one can introduce an approxi-
mate analytic solution to eq 4 (28, 38, 39): 
1 
k obs 




where, in the present case, we have (from eq 3 with g(r) - 0 for 
r < o) 
kact = ~ k(r)e-U/kBT 4nr2 dr 
and where (40) 
(6) 
(7) 
Equation 5 was actually derived for the case where reaction 
occurs at some contact distance r = o. A derivation of eq 5 for 
the present case of a volume distributed rate constant k(r) is 
approximate and is given elsewhere (28). 
For k(r) we shall assume at first, as in (19), that the re-
action is adiabatic at the distance of closest-approach, r = o, 
and that it is joined there to the nonadiabatic solution which 
varies as exp(-ar). The adiabatic and nonadiabatic solutions 
can be joined smoothly. For example, one could try to gener-
alize to the present multi-dimensional potential energy sur-
faces, a Landau-Zener type treatment (41). For simplicity, 
however, we will join the adiabatic and nonadiabatic expressions 
at r = a. We subsequently consider another approximation in 
which the reaction is treated as being nonadiabatic even at r = 
a. 
The well-known perturbation theory expression for the 
non-adiabatic rate constant is given by (25, 42-45) 
k(r) 2: ~n 2 IV(r)l (F.C.) (8) 
where (F. C.) is the Franck-Condon factor and V(r) is the elec-
tronic matrix element for the electron transfer. (F.C.) is 
given by 
1 




and f denote initial and final (reactants' and pro-
nuclear configuration states, including those of the 
~is the energy of reaction; and Q is L.exp(-E./k8T). 1 1 
The solvent will be treated classically (1) to avoid the quantum 
harmonic oscillator treatment of the polar solvent which is 
sometimes used . (The latter yields a large error for ~0 when 
t.S 0 is large (46)). The contribution of the polar solvent to 
the Franck-Condon factor is (42, cf. l) 
-' o" 2 (F.C.) l = (4nA k
8
T) ~exp[-(t.G +A ) /4A k8T] (10) so vent out out out 
o" o v v 
where t.G = t.G + Ef - Ei and the superscript v denotes (inner 
shell) vibrational energy. 
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The match1ng of the adiabatic and nonadiabatic expressions 
for k(r) at r = a yields a value for V(a) given by (28) 
~n IV_(a)l 2 (4nA.k8T)-~-10 13 s- 1 (11) 
and, for a reorganization parameter,\ of about 70 kJ/mol, yields 
IV(a)l - 0.023 eV. This value and 
2 2 IV(r) I = IV(a) I exp[ -a(r - a)] (12) 
were introduced into eq 8 as our first approximation to V(r) . 
The series of electron transfer reactions (14) for which we 
calculated rate constants involve quenching ofthe lowest ex-
cited electronic state of Ru(bpy)~+. This ~•Ru(II) state is a 
metal-to-ligand charge-transfer state (47, 48) in which an ex-
cess electron appears to be localized on one of the bipyridyl 
ligands (49), and this electron may be transferred to a metal-
centered orbital on the oxidant, at least when an unexcited oxi-
dant is formed. A calculation of the distance dependence of 
V(r) for this particular transfer would be desirable, but lack-
ing that the simple exponential form indicated in eq 12 has been 
used instead. 
The actual numerical integration of eqs 2 and 4 was per-
formed by converting eq 4 to a pair of ordinary differential 
equations, then using a standard integration routine (50) for 
integrating the latter, integrating outward from r = a to large 
r until g(r) had its correct functional value at large r, g(r) -
1 - c/r where c is a constant. (This functional form is the 
solution of eqs 2 and 4 at r large enough that k(r) = U(r) = 0 
and for U vanishing more rapidly than 1/r.) Because g(a) was 
unknown to a multiplicative constant initially, we actually 
performed the integration for a function G(r) = g(r)c1 , with c 1 
unknown and with a preassigned value for G(r) at r = a. The 
terms c 1 and c could be determined from the numerical values of 
G at large r, and then g(r) = G(r)/c 1 . The value of kobs was 
calculated from the total flux at r = ~: 
k = 4nD lim (r2 ~) = 4nDc obs dr (13) r-700 
Results 
Calculations were performed for the system studied by 










where the bpy' s are various bipyridyls, M is one of several 
metals, and the asterisk denotes an electronically-excited mole-
cule. The question we address is how, for a model which has the 
0 8 -1 -1 
'experimental' rate constant at t.G = 0 (k b - 4 x 10 M s ) 
0 s 
(Appendix) and the observed diffusion-limited rate constant 
9 -1 -1 
(kdiff- 3.5 x 10 M s ) (~), do the values predicted for kobs 
at quite negative t.G0 's compare with those calculated from eq 5 
and with the experimental results? Is the effect of electron 
transfer over a range of distances sufficiently large to explain 
the observed results (i.e., very little fall-off of rate con-
stant with increasing -t.G0 's)? 
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We use a A. of 15.5 kJ/mol associated 
1n 
1300 cm- 1 (20), and A t of 54 kJ/mol at r - ou 
with a frequency of 
= o (~). All cal-
culations were performed with T = 298K . The dependence of A out 
on r (2) is incorporated in the calculation. An equilibrium 
Debye-Huckel expression for the ion-atmosphere-shielded Coulom-
bic repulsion of the reactants is assumed (52, 53), given by 
(IS) 
for the case where the two reactants have the same radius. Here, 
K is the reciprocal of the Debye-Huckel screening length, E is 
the static dielectric constant, the z . e values are the ionic 
1 0 
charges of the reactants, and ! is the distance of closest 
approach of the ions in the ion atmosphere to a reactant ion. 
The distance a is r . + r , where r . is the radius of a reactant 
1 a 1 
ion and r 
a 
is the radius of the principal ion of opposite sign 
in the ionic atmosphere. When r. ~ r , a 
1 a 
lies between 2r . and 
1 
r . , being 2r. when r . = r and being r
1
. when r 
1 1 1 a a 
= 0. Using the 
current approximate radii we shall, for concreteness, take ! = 
30/4 . (In eq 15 the reactants are assumed to have the same 
radius . A more general expression than eq 15 is cited in 
ref. 28). At the prevailing ionic strength of about 0 . 52 M, 
K-
1 is about 4.2 ~. Because of this large ionic strength, U(r) 
is quite small, even at r = o. 
Using a = 1.5 ~- 1 and, at first, V(o) = 0.023 eV, kact at 
~G0 = 0 is found to be 1.2 x 10 10 M- 1s-l which is substantially 







. Assuming the validity of the latter, either V(o) is 
less than 0 . 023 eV, i.e., the reaction is not adiabatic at the 
contact distance r = o, or A is higher than estimated, or eq 15 
underestimates U(r) . We consider first using a different V(o), 
namely, 0 . 0045 eV, which yields the current "experimental" rate 
constant at ~G0 = 0 . (The same final results for the ln k b vs 
0 s 
~G0 plot would be obtained, essentially, if one used instead a 
different U(o), as long as there is agreement of k at ~G0 = 
0.) act 
The numerical solution of eq 4 and the rate constant data 
9 -1 -1 of Figure 1 agree at the data's maximum (-3.5 x 10 M s ) when 
-6 2 -1 
one chooses 3.0 x 10 em s for the sum of the D's of the two 
reactants. This D is somewhat near those estimated rather in-
directly (electrochemically) for the individual D's of ferric 
and ferrous phenanthroline complexes (-1.9 x 10-6 and 3.7 x 10-6 
2 -1 
ems , respectively) (54). 
Since reaction may also yield electronically-excited pro-
ducts when ~G0 is sufficiently negative, we include this re-
action, as we did in (20). The mean excitation energy used for 
the formation of the electronically-excited Ru(III) product is 
1. 76 eV (20). As has been explained elsewhere (20, 28), the 
formation Of the other possible electronically excited products 
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is, in most cases at least, less probable. The same V(r) was 
used for formation of electronically excited Ru(bpy);+ as for 
formation of other products because the detailed information 
necessary to make a distinct estimate for V(r) was lacking. 
We first compare the present numerical results for the 
solution of the steady-state eqs 3 and 4 with the approximate 
solution given by eqs 5, 6 and the experimental value for kdiff' 
The results agreed to about three percent when AG 0 was varied 
from +0 . 6 to -3.0 eV. The experimental value for kdiff and eq 7 
-6 2 -1 
imply a value of D = 3.5 x 10 em s , compared with the 3.0 x 
-6 2 -1 
10 em s found when eqs 3 and 4 were solved. Had the same D 
been used for both the exact (eqs 3, 4) and the approximate (eq 
5) solutions, their agreement for the rate constants would have 
been about 10% instead of 3%, which is still very close. 
The results of solving eqs 3 and 4 are next compared with 
the experimental data in Figure 1 (~), using V(a) = 0.0045 eV. 
The solid line refers to the formation of ground state products, 
and the dotted line to the formation of an electronically-
excited Ru(III) product. For further comparison with the solid 
line, a calculation was made with A held fixed (54 kJ/ mol, 
out 
the value at r = a) and is given by the dash-dot line. In order 
to obtain agreement with the solid line at AG0 = 0, \'(a) was 
reduced to 0.0039 eV in calculating the dash-dot line. The 
dashed line is the result of a calculation (20) in which re-
action was treated as occurring adiabatically,lbut only at some 
contact distance cr, and in which eq 5 was used, together with 
the experimental value for kdiff' The Aout value used for this 










Figure I. Calculated and experimental rate constants for Reaction 14 vs. t.G 0 • 
Key: --, r-dependent ;...,.,;- · -, {ued ;....,; -- -, from Ref. I in which reaction 
occurred only at r = o-, and · · ·, current result (r-dependent A.,.,) for formation 
of an electronically excited product. 
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In Figure 2 we give a comparison of the 
Figure 1 with that obtained using V(o) = 0.023 eV 
(Aout(o) = 83 kJ/mol). A slightly smaller D (2.7 
solid line of 
and a larger A 
-6 2 -1 
x 10 em s ) 
was required to make the latter calculation yield the experi-
9 
mental value of the maximum observed rate constant, 3.5 x 10 
M- 1s- 1 . Both curves have the same kobs at 6G







- -0-u- -o-c;t' 

















Figure 2 . Calculated rate constants for Reaction 14 vs. AG 0 • Key: --, taken 
from solid line in Figure 1, V(u) = 0.0045 eV, Aou r(u) = 54 kl/ mol; and---, 
V(u) = 0.023 eV and >.,.,. .(u) = 83 kl/ mol. 
Discussion 
The results comparing the exact eqs 3 and 4 with the ap-
proximate eqs 5 and 6 show that the latter provide a good ap-
proximation for the present conditions, at least. The results 
in Figure 1 show that, to account for the experimental results 
at very negative ~G0 's using the present value of A t 
ou 
(54 kJ/mol), it is necessary to postulate the formation of 
electronically-excited products . This was also the case in an 
earlier result (20). The sum of the two rate constants in 
Figure 1 yields agreement with the data in Figure 1 to a factor 
of about 2. If, as for the dashed line in Figure 2, the value 
of A were actually appreciably larger, the formation of ground 
state products al one would suffice to obtain agreement. (Clas-
sically, the maximum in the kact 
~G0 = -A and so is shifted to more 
increased.) 
versus ~G0 curve occurs at 
negative ~G0 's when A tis 
ou 
Returning to Figure 1, one sees that holding A t fixed at 
ou 
its value at r = a (dash-dot line) does not cause a large devia-
tion from the more correct result (r-dependent A t' solid line) 
ou 
in the inverted region. A similar approximation was used, of 
course, for the dashed line, where a k(o) was used instead of a 
k(r) . 
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We also have explored the solution of the time-dependent 
eq 1 to study the plot corresponding to Figure 1 whe n the obser-
vation of fluoresc e nce quenching in reaction 14 is made at short 
times . In these short-time calculations we have assumed, for 
simplicity, that reaction occurs only at r = a. (Calculations 
are planned for the case in which electron transfer occurs over 
a range of distance.) Results fork b (t) are given for several 
0 s 
times in Figure 3, and curves are also given for the formation 
of electronically-excited products. The value of k b (t) is 
0 s +2 -1 





) vs t. The results show the enhance me nt of the 
predicted inversion effect at small times, and an expe rime ntal 
study of this or related systems at such times wo uld be de-
sirable, and may, in fact, distinguish be tween the poss i biliti es 
cited earlier that V(a) < 0.023 eV or that 'A> (15.5 + 54) 
kJ / mo l; at short time s there would be a double maximum in the 
total rate const a nt v e rsu s t:.G
0 
plot in the first case and a 
single ma ximum in the s econd . 
The det a il s o f the s e short-time c a lculations, ma de for the 
case th a t U(r) ~ 0, are give n elsewhere (2 8 ). Sear c hin g for the 
invert e d effect in unim o le c ular systems-(react a nts linke d t o 
e ac h o ther) would also b e very desirable since the ir r a tes wo uld 












- - ·- ·- . 
' · 
steady-state 
····· ·············· ·· ...... ·· 
steady -s tate 
- 1 -2 - 3 
6 G 0 ( eV ) 
Figure 3 . Tim e-dependent calculations o f k .,,,.(t) vs. :lG 0 for various observation 
times. Key: - · - , I ps; - · · -, 5 ps; and · · ·, k .,,,(t) for formation o f an excited-
state Ru(lll) . 
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CHAPTER 4 
THEORY OF HIGHLY EXOTHERMIC ELECTRON -TRANSFER REACT I ONS 
1 0 1 
Introduction 
It has been predicted that the rate constant of a series of homo-
geneous electron transfer reactions, 
(1) 
in which ox1 or red2 is varied (at constant intrinsic reorganization energy 
~) should first increase with increasingly negative standard free energy 
of reaction 6G0 at small 6G
0
• It should then achieve a maximum at some 
value of 6G0 and thereafter decline as 6G
0 
continues to become still more 
negative. The region of decline was termed the 'inverted' region. 1 The 
existence of an inverted region was first predicted on the basis of a 
class ical theory. 1• 2 The quantum-mechanical correction given by 
quantum- mechanical perturbation theories predicts a smaller but never-
theless finite inversion. 3- 7 The difference arises from nuclear tunneling . 
The experimental evidence for the existence of an inverted region 
is sparse : Some evidence for the effect is available for the 
reactions of electrons with different solutes, where the 6G0 for a given 
solute was varied by varying the hydrocarbon solvent and, thereby, the 
electron- solvent binding energy. B- 10 Supporting data appears in the 
reactions of micelle- trapped pyrene with various anion radicals , ll, 12 
in reactions of hydrated electrons with organic molecules trapped in 
micelles 12• 13 and (a small decrease) in the reduction of electronically-
excited bipyridyl complexes of Ru(II) by various metal bipyridyl 
complexes. 14• 15 In the two micellar examples, the 6G0 ' s are uncertain, 
however. Evidence has also been offered in studies16 of the rate of 
fluorescence quenching of trapped electrons in a glass at 77K by 
various aromatic acceptors. (To see the effect, it has been suggested, 17 
10 2 
it is necessary to divide the acceptors studied in ref. 16 into subgroups. ) 
Again, according to the theoretical expressions there is a 1:1 
correspondence 4 between the optical line shape and the activation rate 
constant kact vs the energy of reaction t:.E plot (for a weak overlap 
system) . Thus, for a given t:.S0 , there should be a correspondence with 
a kact versus t:.G
0 
plot for an electron transfer reaction. We then con-
clude that the existence of a well-known maximum in a charge transfer 
absorption versus wavelength plot implies that there should be a maximum 
in the In kact vs t:.G0 plot, a point discussed in greater detail in a 
concluding section. 
On the other hand, many studies of highly exothermic reactions have 
formd a diffusion-limited rate constant which extends to quite negative 
t:.G0 ' s, rather than the predicted declining rate constant, e. g. , 18- 24 . 
(Many other studies that are sometimes cited have not been studied at 
sufficiently negative t:.G
0 
to draw any conclusions.) These studies fre-
quently involve measuring the rate of quenching of fluorescence by a 
series of reactants, where quenching was presumed or demonstrated to 
proceed by electron transfer. In most cases, the reason for the 
absence of decrease in the rate is unknown, although several possibilities 
have been suggested. They include (i) competing mechanisms at large 
-t:.G
0
, such as H-atom transfer, 7• 25 formation of products in excited 
electronic states, 7• 16 or, when reaction is observed by quenching of 
fluorescence, exciplex formation, 26• 27 (ii) quantum effects3- 7• 28- 31 
(nuclear tunneling), (iii) the modifying effect of electron transfer 
occurring over a range of distances r, 25 and (iv) the increase of the 
reorganization parameter A with r in (iii), thereby reducir1g the extent 
of inversion. 
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In the present paper we report calculations which incorporate effects 
(ii) to (iv) and, in part, (i), and compare with the experimental results of 
Creutz and Sutin and with a simple approximation25 to the problem. It 
is also proposed that experiments conducted at very short times following 
the onset of reaction will enhance the chances of observing inverted 
behavior that, in bimolecular systems, is masked by diffusion in conven-
tional steady-state rate measurements. Unimolecular systems, in 
which the reactants are linked to each other should be even better in 
this respect, since they are unaffected by diffusion. A brief summary of 
the present study has been given elsewhere. 32 
~ 
Diffusion. In extracting the "activation rate constant" from an 
observed rate constant that is near the diffusion limit, it can be shown 
that the observed rate equals the harmonic mean of the activated rate and 
the diffusion-limited rate, when reaction occurs at some specified 
encounter distance a 33• 34 
' 
kobs = t/(~ + ~) 
act diff 
where the diffusion rate constant kdiff is given by33 -
35 
co 




In eq 3 D is the sum of the reactants' diffusion coefficients, U(r) is the 
intermolecular potential of the reactants, and kB is Boltzmann's constant. 
Electron transfers can occur over a range of reactant separation 
distances, rather than only at a specified distance. In such cases the 
observed bimolecular rate constant kobs is related to the unimolecular 
1 0 4 
rate constant k(r), the rate of reaction of pairs of reactants having fixed 
internuclear, center-t<r center, separation distance r, via a pair distribution 
function g(r): 
ao 2 
kobs = 4r. £ g(r)k(r)r dr 
0 
(4) 
(cf use of eq 4 for related processes36• 37). In eq 4 we have assumed that 
k and g are radially symmetric. When the system has a k(r) instead of 
only a k at r = a, kact is defined by using eq 4 with g(r) replaced by its 
equilibrium value, exp[- U(r)/k8 T ], for r > a and, in the present model, by 
zero for r < a, since kact would be the observed rate constant if dif-
fusion were infinitely fast. Thus, 
ao 
kact = 4 7T J k(r) r 2 exp(- U/ kB T) dr 
a 
(5) 
We shall wish to compare eq 4 with the use of eqs 2, 3 and 5, for reactions 
occurring over a range of separation distances. To this end we 
solve eq 6 below. 
In the present case the reactants are substantially larger than the 
solvent molecules and so we shall assume that short-range intermolecular 
contributions to g(r) can be neglected. Then g(r) in eq 4 may be obtained 
as the solution to a diffusion equation, 37- 39 which is given by eq 6 for the 
case of radial symmetry. 
0 g(r t) = _Q_ _Q_ (r2 Qg_) + D _Q__ (r2g ~rU) - g k(r) ( 6) ar ' r2 ar ar k Tr2 ar Ul 
B 
The first term on the right arises from the diffusive flux, the 
second term from the conductive flux due to the long-range inter-
molecular potential U(r) between the reactants, and the third term from 
the loss of reactants due to reaction. A discussion of shortcomings of 
eq 6 at higher concentrations of reactants is given in refs. 34 and 36. 
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For two reactants having charges z1 e and z2e, e being the electronic 
b Hi.ikl . t• .. b 735,40-43 charge, U in the De ye- ·c e approx1ma 10n 1s g1ven y eq , 
where a is the distance of closest approach and r is the separation distance of 
the two centers. 
2 
z1z 2e exp Ka1 exp Ka 2 
U(r) = ur [1 + Ka + 1 + Ka ] exp(-Kr) 
1 2 
In eq 7, € is the static dielectric constant of the solvent, and K is the 
inverse of the Debye-Hi.ickel screening length, and ai is the radius of 
ion i, ri, plus that of the principal ions of opposite sign in the ion 
atmosphere, r~ . 
We comment briefly in Appendix A on some assumptions underlying 
eq 7. Examples of eq 7 in the literature are many and include the 
case 41 where r 1 = r 2 = r 1a = r ~ , the case 3 5•42a (tacitly) where 
(7) 
(8) 
rf ~ 0, and the case where z1 = ± z2 and higher order corrections to (7) are 
included~ 2b The related case of colloid particles, also including additional 
terms, has been treated by Levine and Dube. 43 In the present paper the 
two reacting ions are of the same size and are both positively charged, 
and so a1 = a2 = a, i. e. , 
and a is the distance of closest approach between a reacting ion and the 
principal ion of opposite sign in the ion atmosphere. 
(9) 
At large internuclear separations, the concentration of reactants 
must equal the bulk (no reaction) concentration. Thus, one of the 
boundary conditions on eq 6 is lim g(r, t) = 1 as r ___. ""· When a volume 
distributed rate constant k(r) is used instead of the usual surface one k(a), 
10 6 
the boundary condition at the distance of closest approach r = a is 
obtained by requiring total flux (diffusive plus conductive) across r = a 
to be zero. This inward-directed flux (per unit concentration) is given 
by 417r 2D times the lelf-hand side of 
/r g(r, t) + g ~/ (kB T) = 0 at r = a ( t ;;, 0) , 
and so eq 10 provides the second boundary condition. 
(1 0) 
A derivation of eqs 2, 3 and 5, as an approximate solution to eqs 6 and 
10 at steady- state is given in Appendix B. 
Unimolecular Rate . The electron transfer reaction may be 
adiabatic, nonadiabatic or somewhere in between.44 - 46 A first-order 
quantwn perturbation treatment of nonadiabatic electron transfer 
reactions yields the familiar result3- 5•4 7- 4 9 
k(r) = ~ I V(r) 12 (F. C.) 
In eq 11 V(r) is the matrix element between the reactant and product 
electronic states of the perturbation that gives rise to electron transfer. 
The quantity (F. C.) is a thermally weighted swn of Franck- Condon 
factors given by (12), and has dimensions of (energy)- 1• 
(11) 
(12) 
In (12) i and f designate initial and final (reactants' and products') nuclear 
configuration states. The reactant state includes the pair of reactant 
molecules and the solvent surrounding them. Q is the nuclear partition 
function of the initial state. The functions I i) and ! f) will be treated, 
1 0 7 
for simplicity, in the harmonic oscillator approximation in the case of 
the intramolecular vibrations. 
In the classical limit hv/kB T ~ 0, and when frequency changes in 
individual vibrational modes are neglected, the F. C. given in (12) 
reduces to the expression in (13). 4, 5, 48 
As has been discussed elsewhere, e. g. , ref. 50, the quantum 
nonadiabatic result (11)-(12) plus a dynamical (harmonic oscillator)
47
• 51 
assumption for the motion of the solvent does not allow for any large 
entropies of reaction. 
52 
To avoid this difficulty one can use, instead, 
(13) 
a more correct treatment of the polar solvent, one which is classical but 
in which no harmonic oscillations for the solvent are assumed. 
44 
In 
this case the Franck- Condon factor for the solvent is (cf ref. 5) 
where the v superscripts denote vibrational energy. Equation 14 may be 
compared with the quantum results we obtained in ref. 50, where a quantum 
treatment of the solve nt water, was used, described by two modes which 
have frequencies of 1 em -
1 
and 170 em - 1 . The latter correspond to sig-
nificant declines in the real part of the dielectric constant of water at 
those frequencies . 53• 54 The 1 em - 1 mode was treated classically and the 
170 cm-
1 
quantum mechanically. 50 The quantum (F. C. )solv at room 
temperature was only 20% different from the classical value given by eq 14, 
and so in the present paper we shall use eq 14 for the solvent contribution. 
We turn next to the estimate of V(r). An adiabatic model corresponding 
to the nonadiabatic model of (13) yields 
10 8 
(15). 
(cf ref. 44 with ~G0 replaced by AE). In (15) v is a typical frequency for 
nuclear rearrangement, v ~ 1013 s- 1 • U one assumes at first that at 
some distance, e. g. , at van der Waals' contact (r = a), the reaction is 
adiabatic and that it becomes nonadiabatic for larger r' s, 25 one can then 
evaluate the pre-exponential factor in (11)-(13) approximately by matching 
(11)-(13) with (15) at r = a. Thereby (16) is obtained when this joining is 
made at r = a. 
(16) 
For a reaction for which the nuclear reorganization energy term ,\ is 
70 kJ/ mol, the V(a) calculated from (16) is about 0. 023 eV. If instead of 
(16) the reaction is nonadiabatic at r = a, the actual value of V(a) is less 
than this . (In a more elaborate calculation a Landau-Zener type theory for the 
adiabatic- nonadiabatic aspect could be adopted, but this elaboration 
is hardly warranted in view of the approximate value of the function V(r) ). 
For an exponential dependence of the matrix element on r, V(r) is 
given by 
(17) 
where r-a is on the average (and, for spherically symmetric reactants, 
exactly) the edge-to-edge distance between the reactants . The theoretically 
estimated55• 56 or experimentally inferred57 values of a range from 2. 6 to 
1.1 A- 1 • The value of 2. 6 refers to a theoretical calculation where the 
electron tunnels from one reactant to the other via a vacuum. 55 When 
medium is present a value of 1.44 A- 1 was roughly estimated, 56 using a 
calculation based on an electron tunueling through a square barrier of about 
1 0 9 
2 eV. 58 More recent but ab initio calculations have been given for the hexa-
aquairon (UIIII) seli-exchange reaction (a- l.BA-
1
) .
59 [See also ref. 60. J 
The 1. 1 K1 was estimated indirectly from experiments on electron 
transfer between aromatic anions and aromatic molecules in frozen media. 57 
(For a quite different system , reactions of solvated electrons in frozen 
media, values of a have als o been estimated indirectly in the same manner. 16• 61 ) 
c -1 
We sha ll use a value of 1. 5 A . The results given later in Figures 1 and 2 
are not very sensitive to the value of a. All calculations were performed 
with T = 298 K. 
Method of calculation. The equilibrium (no-reaction) steady-state 
solution to ( 6) is g( r ) = exp(- U(r)/kB T), when the two boundary conditions 
( i) lim g(r ) = 1 as r - "" and (ii) eq 10 at r = a are employed. Reaction will 
cause devia ti on from this solution. If we rewrite the diffusion equation in 
terms of h(r) = g(r) exp(U/kB T) then, at steady state (ag/ at= 0), eq 6 
becom es 
0 (18) 
The asymptotic solution to (18) at large r is obtained (for the case that U 
and k decrease more rapidly than 1/ r at large r) by setting U and k 
equal to their values at large r, namely, zero, and then solving (18). 
This asymptotic solution is 
h(r) (19) 
r-"" 
where c2 is a constant and where we have satisfied the boundary condition 
that h(r) - 1 as r--- .... We wish to construct the exact solution for h(r) 
by numerical integration from r = a outward. Since h(a) is not known 
a priori, we first solve numerically for a function related to h(r) by an 
unknown multiplicative constant c1 , H(r) = c1h(r), and choose H( a ) 
arbitrarily. (H(a) = 0. 01 was found to be convenient.) Equation 18 is 
11 0 
first rewritten, in terms of H(r), as an equivalent pair of coupled first-
order differential equations 20 to facilitate the numerical integration by 
a standard routine. 
} (20) 
where e is defined by (21) and is 1/417D times the flux at r. 
(21) 
The boundary conditions at r = a are H(a) = 0. 01 and, from eqs 10 and 21, 
B(a) = 0. The numerical integration was begun at r = a, and a standard 
program 62 for integration of a system of ordinary differential equations 
was used. H(r) was calculated at successively larger values of r, using 
k(r) as described in the preceding section, until it was found that H(r) dis-
played its asymptotic behavior, that is, until H(r) behaved as c1 (1 - c 2 /r) 
to within a small tolerance (constancy of c1 and c2 to 10-
8
). At that point 
the calculation was stopped. The values of c1 and c 2 were obtained from 
these parameters in H(r) at large r, and g(r) was computed using 
g(r) = H(r) exp(- U(r) ;kB T)/c1 
Finally, kobs was calculated from the net flux at large r 
k00 = 47TD lim (r
2 
Qg) = 47TDC2 s r-eo Or 
(An alternative way of calculating kobs is by integration of eq 4 using the 
numerically- calculated g(r), but this second method required smaller 
step-sizes and tolerances to obtain convergence.) 
(22) 
(23) 
1 1 1 
Had U(r) decreased as 1/ r at large r, as for example for an 
unshielded Coulombic interaction potential, a related functional form 
for the asymptotic solution (19) and for the flux in eq 23 would have been 
used, g(r) - c [exp(- U(rU cB T) - 1] + 1. 
Steady-State Results 
With k(r) determined as described previously we are in a position to 
examine numerically the effect on kobs of a reaction rate constant con-
tributed from a range of internuclear separation distances. The steady-
state (long-time) solutions of (4 ) and (6) will be examined first, since 
they are more easily found and correspond to existing experimental 
measurements. 
The detailed calculations presented in this section are for the 
quenching of bipyridyl complexes of Ru(II) by various metal (III) bipyridyl 
complexes, studied experimentally by Creutz and Sutin. 14 The inner-





The outer-sphere >.. has been estimated to be 54 kJ/ mol. 63 
If we calculate k(r) as described in the preceding section (with 
a= 1. 5 K 1 and V(a) = 0. 023 eV) we find that the kact calculated from (5) 
at Ad= 0 is 1.2 x 1010 M- 1s- 1 , much higher than the currently estimated 
experimental value, - 4 x 108 M- 1s-\ for kobs (Appendix C). To obtain 
a kobs at AG
0 
= 0 in agreement with this value one requires either a smaller 
V(a), a larger >.., or a less shielded repulsive potential U(r) . Use of 
calc 8 -t -1 a t V(a) - 0. 0045 eV gives a kobs - 4 x 10 M s at AG = 0 and we repor 
calculations with this V(a). Use, instead, of a larger U(a) but a V(a) = 
0. 023 eV would have given similar results . For comparison we also report 
results obtained using a larger >.. and V(a) = 0. 023 eV. 
11 2 
The encounter distance, a, has been estimated to be 14 A, 63 and 
the experimental diffusion-limited rate constant is 3. 5 x 109 M-
1 
s- 1 at 
298 K. 14 The quenching experiments were performed in 0. 5 M sulfuric 
acid. Using the acid dissociation constant of 0. 012 M for HS04-, 
64 the 
ionic strength is estimated to be 0. 52 M. This large ionic strength implies 
a short Debye length, 4. 2 A, which in view of the large size of the 
reactants is expected to make the effect of Coulombic repulsion between 
the reactants small. 
Numerical solution of eq 6 and comparison of these calculated kobs 
with the maximum experimental value for kobs for the present system shows 
•-1 - 6 2 -1 
that with cr = 1. 5 A and V(a) = 0.0045 eV, D = 3. 0 x 10 em s . For ferric 
and ferrous tris-phenanthroline complexes indirect approximate experi-
mental (electrochemical) diffusion coefficients have been reported as 
9 0
-6 2 -1 65 . 
1. and 3. 7 x 1 em s , respectively, and so the value of D used 
in this paper (the sum of D's of the two tris-bipyridyl complexes) is 
more or less consistent with these. 
Calculations were made for the formation of ground state products 
and of an electronically-excited Ru(III)bpy3 product, using the excitation 
energy, 1. 76 eV, employed in ref. 7. 66 The formation of alternative excited 
products is discussed in Appendix D. We have neglected any possible spin-
restriction effects. 
With the parameters discussed above and the k(r) discussed in 
the preceding section, we have calculated the reactant pair distribution 
function g(r) and the observed rate constant kobs as a function of D.G
0
• 
We first test the approximate eqs 2 and 5, using for kdiff the maximum 
value observed for k005 (which we will call the "experimental" kdiff' 
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since kactmax » kdiff). In Table I the results from eqs 2 and 5 are com-
pared with those using the numerical steady-state solution of eqs 4 and 6. The 
agreement is about 5% over the entire range of t::.G0 ' s studied, + 0. 6 to 
- 3. 0 eV. The D inferred from kobsmax (~ kdill) when eq 3 is used 
was 3. 5 x 10- 6 cm 2 s- 1 , which is close to the value (3. 0 x 10-~ inferred 
by using, instead, eqs 4 and 6. Had the latter value been used instead 
of 3. 5 x 10-', the agreement in Table I would have been about 10% 
instead of 5%. 
The results for kobs versus t::.G
0 
are plotted in Figure 1, where the 
experimental points are indicated by circles. The solid line in this 
figure is the result of the present calculation using eqs 4 and 6, and 
the dotted curve is for formation of an electronically excited Ru(III) 
product. For the dash-dot line the solvent reorganization energy was held 
constant at the value it has when r = a, rather than being allowed to vary 
. with r as it should. The dashed line in Figure 1 is a result taken from 
ref. 7, based on eq 2, and assumes that reaction occurs at the contact 
distance only . There, ~out was taken to be ~out(a) = 54 kJ/ mol, and the 
experimental value of kdiff was introduced into eq 2. 
The closeness of the solid and dash-dot curves in Figure 1 shows that 
the effect of having an r-dependent ~out instead of a ~ut fixed at r = a is 
small. The approximation used in ref. 1 of treating the reaction as 
occurring at r = a and as being adiabatic there, agrees well with the present 
results (cf solid and dash-dot curves in Figure 1), because of compensation. 
(The nonadiabaticity for the solid curve decreases the rate but the reaction-
over-a distance causes an enhanced rate, compared with the rate for the 
dash-dot curve.) 
To be consistent with the experimental data in Figure 1, if one 
uses the above~ 's, it is necessary to introduce the formation of an 
electronically-excited Ru(III) product, namely the dotted curve there. 
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Table I. Comparison of the Approximate and the More Rigorous 







4. 1 X 10
8 
3. 3 X 10
9 
3. 4 X 10
9 
1. 9 X 10
9 





3. 4 X 10
9 
3. 4 X 10
9 
1. 9 X 10
9 
2. 1 >< 10
7 
aCalculated using eqs 4 and 6 with k(r) the same as that for the solid 
line in Figure 1. 
bCalculated using eqs 2 and 5 with kdiff = 3. 5 x 109 M- 1 s-\ and k(r) 










Figure 1. Calculated and experimental rates of electron-transfer uenching 
~- The experimental points (circles) are 
due to Creutz and Sutin.
14
• 15 The solid line and dotted curves 
are for formation of ground state products and an electronically-
excited product, respectively, using an r-dependent >. t• with ou 
>-out(a) = 54 kJ/ mol and V(a) = 0. 0045 eV. The dash-dot curve 
is for formation of ground state products with >-out fixed at 
"out(a) . The dashed curve is the calculation reported in ref. 7 
in which reaction occurred only at r =a. 
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The calculated total kobs• which is the sum of the calculated rate constants 
for forming ground- and excited- state products, then agrees with the 
experimental points to a factor of about four. 
If a larger value of :\out or of \n were used this remaining discrepancy 
could be reduced significantly.
15
For example, with:\= ~ut + \n increased by 
only 5 ~ . to 73 kJ/ mol, (and V(a) accordingly increased to 0. 0054 eV to 
maintain agreement with the "experimental" rate constant at 
t::.G
0 
= 0) we find that the calculated total kobs agrees with the experimental 
points to within a factor of about two. 
In Figure 2 calculations having a larger but still r-dependent 
:\out [:\out(J) = 83 kJ/ mol, V(a) = 0.023 eV] are given (dashed line) and compared 
with the solid line [:\out(a) = 54 kJ/ mol, V(a) = 0.0045 eV] of Figure 2. A 
slightly smaller D(2. 6 x 10- 6 cm 2 s- 1 ) was required to make the larger :\out 







The position of the dashed curve in Figure 2 in the inverted region 
relative to the other curve reflects the large value for ~ut in that case 
(~ 83 kJ/ mol) . The value of A-out for the solid curve wa:; ;, 54 kJ/ mol. As is 
evident from the approximate eq 14, the greater ~ut the less the tendency to 
inversion, other things being equal. Indeed, one sees from Figure 2 that if 
~ut(a) equalled 83 kJ/ mol, it would not be necessary to invoke the excited 
electronic state of Ru(III). 
~rt-Tim~ E~eriments ~ 
Reactions that are fast relative to diffusion are controlled by the rate 
of diffusion rather than by their 'activated' rates, and so diffusion can mask 
interesting rate behavior. In the case of reactions that can be induced in a 
very short time, for example, by a pulse of light, such as reaction (24), 
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Figure 2. Calculated and experimental rates of electron-transfer uenching 
of Ru(II) bipyri~ls vs t.G0 • The solid curve is taken from 
Figure 1. The dashed-curve is with an r-dependent >uut' 
.\out(a) = 83 kJ/ mol and V(u) = 0. 023 eV. The experimental 
points (circles) are those of Creutz and Sutin. 14• 15 
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In a fast bimolecular reaction (25) in which the reactants ox1 and red; 
are initially randomly distributed, reaction causes the reactant pair 
distribution function, g(r, t), to depart from its equilibrium value. Since 
the reactants closest together tend to react first, g(r, t) becomes 
increasingly depleted near r = a as time increases. At long time g(r, t) 
approaches the steady-state distribution function discussed previously. 
However, at small t, the distribution of reactants is closer to the 
equilibrium one, even for quite fast reactions, and the observed rate 
constant is then nearer the value it would have in the limit of infinitely 
rapid diffusion. That is, as t ___. 0 kobs approaches the activated rate 
constant kact given by (5). Thus, if the rates of fast reactions such as 
(25) can be measured at sufficiently short times, the masking effect of 
diffusion can be circumvented. 
For simplicity of presentation, we shall consider first the time-
dependent problem for the case that U = 0, a realistic case at the present high 
ionic strength . The following time-dependent solution to (4) and (6) 
with U = 0 is well-known, and will suffice to provide order-of-magnitude 
estimates for the rate enhancement to be expected at short times. When 
reaction occurs only at a fixed internuclear separation a, with 
bimolecular rate constant kact' and in the absence of long- range forces 
b th ta t k 
. . b 34, 67 
etween e reac n s, obs 1s g1ven y 
1 [ kact x
2 J k b (t) = 1 + K.:-::: e erfc(x) , 
o s 1/kact + 1/kdiff diff 








and kact is for reaction occurring at r = a, but we shall use (cf Appendix 
B for the steady-state case) 
ao 
k t = 47T J k(r)r 2 dr 
ac a 
(29) 
D is again the sum of the reactants' diffusion coefficients. .kdiff is the diffusion-
limited rate constant, and is the same as in eq 3, but with U = 0, i. e., 
kdiff = 4 7T Da (30) 
In obtaining ( 26) the usual boundary condition, 67 eq 31, on the fl_ux at r = a, 
was satisfied. 
4JTDa (lg(a) = k g(a ) aa act (31) 
At large t the second term in the brackets in (26) vanishes, so that 
(26) reduces to the steady-state expression, (2). As t-- 0, on the other 
hand, kobs as given by (26) approaches kacr The rate behavior for 
large values of kact at sufficiently short times is, thus, not masked by 
diffusion. 
Figure 3 shows the behavior of kobs predicted by (26) at various 
times from t = 0 to t = 1 ll s. The time t = 1 JJ.S is sufficiently long that 
a steady-state has been reached. In making the calculation for Figure 
3, kact was calculated with (29), using k(r) as described in the preceding 
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Figure 3. Observed rate constant at various times following the onset of 
reactiOE:._ The values of kobs are calculated from eq 26. The 
observation time for-· -was 1 ps and for-·· -was 5 ps. The 
kobs(t) for formation of an excited-state Ru(III) is depicted by 
the dotted lines. 
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section. The experimental value of kdiff' 3. 5 x 10
9 
M- 1s-\ was used. At 
observation times on the order of 0. 5 ps, which may be accessible using 
present subpicosecond techniques, the rate constants are greatly enhanced, 
and there is a pronounced double maximum in the plot in Figure 3, and also, 
indeed, for the 5 and 50 ps curves. An experimental study at small times 
would be desirable, and may in fact distinguish the behavior in Figure 2 
from that in Figure 3. Calculations using the time-dependent counter-
part of the present treatment would be somewhat more accurate than the 
results given in Figure 3. 
A solution analogous to (26) but which allows for a general nonzero 
U(r) is also available. 68 With U(r) as described in a preceding section, 
kact as defined in (5), and kdiff = 3. 5 x 109 M- 1s-\ the rate constants 
were calculated using the equation given in ref. 68. As expected at the 
present high ionic strength, the recalculated values differ little from those 
presented in Figure 3. 
It may, of course, be equally useful or more useful to look experi-
mentally for inverted behavior in electron transfer reactions between 
redox centers that are linked chemically (cf 61. Having the reactants linked 
together would entirely circumvent the problem of slow diffusion. Also, 
if the chemical link were rigid, the reaction would be forced to occur 
at a single, well-defined reactant separation distance. 









. In (32) and (33) the oxidized and reduced species 
have been linked by some bridging group{s) . For the case of a .\.out(a) = 
54 kJ I mol, i. e. , for two reactants virtually in contact, the results for 
the rate constant k are given by the t = 0 plot in Figure 3, apart from 
absolute scale. 
Finally , it remains to consider the relationship mentioned earlier 
between the charge transfer absorption spectrum versus frequency plot 
and the ln k t vs t.cf plot. We do so in the next section. ac 
~een Charge-Transfer Spectrum and Plot of kact vs . t:;G0 • 
The probability of the optical dipole- induced transition from the i ' th 
vibrational level of electronic state !a) to the f'th vibrational level of 
electronic sta te 'b) is given by4 
c~ (34) 
i, f 
using the Golden Rule and the Condon approximations . In (34), C is a 
2 
proportionality constant [ 211 I< a l ll !b) l / Qh], t:;E 1 is the difference in energy 
of the zero point vibrational levels of electronic states !b) and ! a) for a 
particular system, and hv is the energy of the radiation emitted(+) or absorbed 
(-). Ef and Ei are the vibrational energies associated with If> and li). 
Comparing eq 34 with eqs 11-12 we see that r/ C is the same function 
2 
of AEI ± hv that kact/C' is of Ll.E, where c' = 2n I V(r) ' /Qb . Thus, since 
r' and hence r / C, has a maximum as a function of AEI ± hv (where this 
argument is vari£'d by varying hv) in the absorption plot, kact must have 
1 23 
a maximum as a function of il£ . In the kact vs ilE plot, t.E is varied by 
studying a series of reactants, by varying one of the reactants, in 
which (ideally) the vibration frequencies and bond lengths of this series 
of reactants are fixed, as are those of the corresponding products, and 
so the !J. i' s, l{f' s, Ei' s and Ef' s are the same for each member of the 
series. .6E is the only variable in this series. Because of the constancy 
of the IJ!i's, etc. the t.S
0 
is also a constant, and so a plot of kact vs t.E 
is merely a displacement of the plot of kact vs t.d. In summary, the 
maximum in the absorption coefficient vs absorption frequency plot, 
well-known in charge transfer (and other) absorption spectra, implies 
a maximum in the plot of kact vs 6G
0
• The condition on the argument is 
that eq 34 provide a suitable description of the former and that eqs 11-12 
adequately describe the latter. 
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Conclusion 
~
We have seen that the r-dependence of the solvent reorganization 
energy increases the predicted rate constant in the inverted region, as 
expected. For the particular system for which calculations were performed 
the increase was relatively small. 
In the calculation of steady-state rate constants we found it 
adequate to use a simple analytical approximation to the problem, eq 2, in 
which one calculates an activated rate constant and then obtains the 
observed rate constant as the harmonic mean of the activated and 
diffusion-limited rate constants. 
It is suggested that experiments measuring the rate of electron 
transfer at very short times following the onset of reaction can improve 
the chances of observing inverted behavior that may be masked by the 
slowness of diffusion in typical steady-state measurements. It may also 
be fruitful to seek inverted behavior in electron transfer reactions 
between chemically linked redox centers. 
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A endix A. Comment on E uation 7 
The approximations contained in eq 7 include the following: 
(1) replacing the discrete molecular environment of the ion, namely the 
solvent and the counter ions, by a dielectric continuum and a continuous 
charge distribution, (2) use of the linearized form of this continuum 
(Poisson-Boltzmann) equation, eq Al below, (3) treating the 
reactants as spherical even in cases where they are not, and (4) neglecting 
dielectric image effects arising from the presence of a low dielectric 
constant sphere (the second ion) in the presence of the first, e. g., by 
using as a solution eq A2 below. 
The linearized Poisson- Boltzmann equation for the electrostatic 
potential q, is 
2 2 
Vl/I=K~ (Al) 
When there are two central ions of charges yz 1 e and yz 2e (y is a charging 
parameter which will later be increased from 0 to 1 ), eq Al has the 
approximate solution at any point in the medium 
yzleeKal e-KRI 
(1 + Ka1)ER1 




where a· is given by (8) and R. is the distance from the point to the center 
1 1 
of ion i. Equation A 2 is the sum of potentials that one would have if 
only one of the two central ions were present, individual solutions which 
are well-known. 42a Equation A2 ignores the fact that when one brings 
ion 2 up to ion 1 one is changing the boundary in the vicinity of ion 1 
(a new boundary is introduced). Accordingly, the first term, which 
formerly was an exact solution to eq A1, is now only approximate; 
analogous remarks apply to the second term. 
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The potential energy of interaction of the two central ions, U(r) in 
eq 7, is obtained by multiplying the second term in (A2) by the infinitesimal 
element of charge Z 1edy, replacing R2 by its average value r at the center 
of ion 1, (an approximation, which we shall eliminate in a later paper) and 
multiplying the first term in (A2) by z 2edr, replacing R1 by its average 
value r at the center of ion 2, and integrating y from 0 to 1. The missing 
terms, e. g., the first term in eq A2 times z1edy, contribute to the inter-
action of ion 1 with its environment and so are present at r = co . Therefore, 
they do not contribute to the mutual interaction energy of ions 1 and 2. The 
integration yields eq 7. 
Another expression for U(r) which has sometimes been used, for 
the case of a large ion (ion 1) interacting with a small one, is 70a (cf 70~ 
U(r) = lj!(r, ion 1 only present) z 2e 
(For the case of a spherical charge distribution on ion 1 this U(r) is 
z1z 2e
2 exp[K (a 1 - r) ]/ £ r(l + KaJ.) This expression and eq 7 yield the 
same answer in several limiting cases : (a) a1 = 0, a2 = 0, (b) a1 = a2, 
(A3) 
and (c) K = 0. Equation A3 is commonly also tacitly used for the inter-
action of an ion (ion 2) with an electrode (ion 1 is allowed to become 
extremely large, and hence ultimately a plane). In the present case, the 
two radii a1 and a2 are equal, and so eqs 7 and A3 both yield the same 
result, namely eq 9. 
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A_eeendL~. Derivation of suation 2 for_Reacti~ a Ran~e of~ 
We obtain eq 5 first : If diffusion is sufficiently fast the steady- state 
solution to (6) is given by the equilibrium expression, 
g(r) = exp(- U(r)l kB T) (fast diffusion) (B1) 
for r ;l: a, and g(r < a) = 0. The activated bimolecular rate constant may be 
obtained by substituting this equilibrium g into eq 4, yielding eq 5. 
To obtain an approximate steady- state solution25 of eq 6 under 
other conditions the equation is first rewritten as 
-- e r - g e = k(r)g(r) D d [ -U,!kBT 2 d ( U;kBT)] 
r 2 dr dr 
Integration yields 
R 2 J k(r) g(r) r dr 
a 
The flux is given by 4n r
2
D times the 1. h. s . of eq 10, and so the L h. s. 
(B2) 
(B3) 
of (B3) is 1/ 411 times the flux at r = R minus that at r = a. The condition 
of zero net flux across the r = a boundary (eq 1 0) implies that in 
the l. h. s. of eq B3 the term at the lower limit r = a vanishes. 
The unimolecular rate constant k(r) is, as discussed in the text, a 
rapidly decreasing function of r. For r greater than some distance a', 
where (a' - a) is a small quantity, k(r) is essentially zero. Therefore 
for R > a' the r. h. s. of eq B3 may be approximately replaced by its 
limit at R ~ ""• and because of the vanishing of the 1. h. s. of eq B3 
at its lower limit, we then have (writing r instead of R) 
(r > a') (B4) 
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Substituting eq 4 for the integral over r into (B4) allows one to rewrite 
the latter as 
(r > a') (B5) 
Rearranging eq B5 and integrating from a' to ao yields 
obs { e B dr = g(r) e B k co U;k T ( U;k T) !"" 
41TlJ . I 2 (B6) 
a r r=a' 
The potential U(r) vanishes, by definition, as r -. ao, and we require 
lim g(r) = 1 as r -. oo. Thus, we obtain 
kobs/kdill = 1 - g(a ') exp(U(a')/ kB T) 
where 
We now proceed to evaluate the second term in the r. h. s. of 
eq B7 in terms of the activation controlled rate constant kacr If the 
product exp(U(r) / kBT)g(r) varies only slowly for a< r < a', then kobs 
is given (using eq 4) approximately by eq B9. 
U(a')/kBT oo -U(r)/k T 
kobs ~ 41Tg(a') e fa k(r)r2 e B dr 





If we substitute eq BlO into eq B7 we obtain 
Because (a' - a) is a small quantity, k~iiff is approximately equal 
to kdiff' where kdiff is defined as in eq B8, but with a in place of a' . 
Substituting kdiff for k~iiff in e q Bll and rearranging yields eq 2. 
(BlO) 
(Bll) 
Finally, in Figure 4, to illustrate how much or little g(r) exp(U(r);k8 T) 
varies in the interval a'- a we plot k(r), g(r) and exp(U(r);k8 T) 
versus r , for t;,G0 = -1.3 eV. The quantity a' is indicated approximately, 
chosen so that k( a ') = k(a) / 3. The unimolecular rate constant k(r) was 
calculated in the same way as for the solid line in Figure 1. From the 
results in Figure 4, the product g(r) exp[-U(r) / k8 Tl varies by- 20% 
over the interval a < r < a' . A similarly small change is observed with 
other values of Mf. This observation suggests that it is adequate to 
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Figure 4. Behavior of k(r), g(r) and exp[U(r) / kB T] as a f~ction of r. 
The calculations are given for the conditions given by the solid 
line in Figure 1 at t:J.d = -1.3 eV. g(r) rises to 0. 5 at 
r ~ 26 A and eventually approaches unity. 
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The 'experimental' rate constant given in the text for reaction (C3) at 
t.G
0 = 0 is- 4 x 108 M- 1s- 1 • To obtain this value we make use of the 
lf ( 08 -1 -1) . 71 . (C se -exchange rate constant - 1 M s estimated for reactwn 1) 
Ru(Il)bpy3• + Ru(III)bpy3 - Ru(III)bpy3 + Ru(II)bpy3• 
( ) 
9 -1 -1 72 
and that estimated for reaction C2 , 1. 2 x 10 M s . The latter 
was kobs for the oxidation of Ru bpy3Z+ by Ru phen;+, for which 
t.d ~ 0. 01 eV. 
Ru(II)bpy3 + Ru(III)bpy3 - Ru(III)bpy3 + Ru(II)bpy3 
Corrected for diffusion using eq 2, the activation rate constant kact for 
(C2) is about 2 x 109 M- 1 s- 1 • 
(C1) 
(C2) 
The geometric mean of these activation rate constants is 4. 5 x 10
8 
-1 -1 
M s , and will be used for kact for the reaction 
Ru(II)bpy3• + M(III)bpy3 _... Ru(III)bpy3 + M(Il)bpy3 
at ~G0 = 0. We use the cross-relation1• 2 to estimate the rate constant 
for reaction (C3) at t.G0 = 0 as the geometric mean of the rate constants 
for (Cl) and (C2). Sutin has argued 73 that the cross-relation should be 
(C3) 
applicable even for nonadiabatic reactions if the electronic matrix element 
V{r) for reaction (C3) is equal to the geometric mean of the matrix elements 
for (C1) and (C2). Assuming that that condition is approximately satisfied, 
we find k t = 4. 5 x 108 M- 1s- 1 for (C3) at ~G0 = 0. Corrected for diffusion ac 
8 - 1 -1 
using eq 2 this kact yields a kobs for reaction ( C3) of- 4 x 10 M s . 
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Incidentally, the reaction 
Cr(JII)mebpy3• .. Ru(ll)bpy3 ~ Cr(Il)mebpy3 .. Ru(IIJ)bpy3 (C4J 
0 P. -1 -1 15 
in 1 M H2S04 has a t.G very close to zero and has a kobs of- 2 x to · M s . 
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A endLx D. Formation of Other Electronicall -Excited States 
The possibility of forming other electronically-excited products 
was also considered. Formation of an electronically excited Ru(TI) 
product is thermodynamically less favorable by 0. 3 eV 74• 75 than 
formation of an excited Ru(Ill), so Ru(II) products were assumed to be 
formed in their ground electronic states . The excitation energy for 
formation of Os(bpy)~ is 76• 77 1. 78 eV (.similar to that for Ru(bpy) ~, 
1. 76 eV) , and associated with the excitation is an inner-sphere 
reorganization energy of about 2 kJ/ mol (1 / 8 of the Stokes shift) 78 at a 
frequency of- 1300 em -l (the vibrational spacing observed in the 
low temperature emission spectrum 76• 78 ). The formation of an 
electronically-excited Os(Il) product may be less favorable (or at least 
no more fa\'orable) than formation of an excited Ru(III) product, depending 
on the assumptions. 79 Finally, although the excitation energy of Cr(bpy)~­
is only about 80• 81 1. 05 eV, which is lower than the Ru(III) excitation 
energy, the reactions to form the electronic ground state of the Cr(II) 
product already lie in the "normal" (i. e. , not inverted) region, and so it 
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CHAPTER 5 
A MODEL FOR ORIENTATION EFF ECTS IN ELECTRON TRANSFER 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Introduction 
The r elat ive orientation of the donor and acceptor 
in an elec tron-transfe r reaction may have observable 
effects on the elec tro n -transfe r rate in some systems. 
For example , the primary photo induced electron tran sfer 
in photosynthetic reaction centers may be influenced 
by the orienta tion of t he re a ctants. In plant photo-
system II the acceptor is probably a pheophytin (1 ,2) 
and the donor may be a substituted chlorophyll~ 
monomer (2,3). Both of those molecules are l a r ge 
and noticeably nonspherical, suggesting that t here 
may be one or more preferred orientations for e lectr on 
transfer . There is evidence that another biologically 
im por tant electron transf e r, that between hemes in 
cytochromes, also shows a large dependence on the 
mutual orientation of the hemes' porphyrin rings (4). 
Synthetic systems may also show significant ori en -
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tation effects. For example, e l ectron transfer between 
cofacial porphyrins has been observed to be very rapid 
(5,6) . Systems involving porphyrins held in other 
orientations are under study (7) . In these systems 
the electron transfer is between sites t hat are chem-
ically linked . But to the extent that the pi orbitals 
involved at the donor and acceptor sites are electron -
ically isolated, the electron transfers may be treated 
using t he usual oute r-sphere formalism . 
It is with systems such as these in mind that 
we have set out to develop a model theoretical system 
within which to learn about the nature and magnitude 
of orientation effects on electron - transfer rates . 
The rate constant for electron transfer between 
reactants A and B at fixed separatio n and relative 




n IV 1 2 x (Franck - Condon sum) 
fi AB 
The Franck - Condon sum has been discussed in detail 
in preceding chapters of this thesis . This chapter 
will focus on the dependence , within the theoretical 
model to be described below , of VAB on the separation 
and relative orientation of A and B. 
( 1 ) 
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The treatm e nt of an isolat ed site A or B (at infi n it e 
separation , say) will be described first at some len gth . 
Then the matrix e lement VAB for electron transfer 
between a weakly interactin g A- B pair will be described 
and the results of some ca l culations wil l be presen ted. 
Single - Si te Wave Functions 
The Model 
Before describing the i nteraction of sites (e . g . 
molecules or e le ctronically i solated chromophore s) 
A and B I will describe the wave functions associated 
wit h an isolated site . The wavefunctions to be de -
scr ibed are one - electron wavefunctions . That is , 
only the transferable electron is considered explic -
itly . The potential in which this electron moves 
is modelled as an oblate - spheroidal square well . 
A cross - section of the potential is sketched in Figure 
1. The potential is symmetric in ¢ , the angle of 
r otation about the Z axis . The cross - section is 
an ellipse having semimajor axis a , sem i minor axis b , 
and eccentricity e :=: /a 2 - b 2 /a. The potential V i s 
zero outside the well and has a constant nega tiv e 




Figure 1. Potential well for a single site. 
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It is convenient to use oblate spheroidal coor-




z = '2"d,;n 
The scale factor d can be chosen so that the surface 
of the potential well is described by the single 
radial coordinate ,; . With d = 2 /a 2 - b 2 we have 
2b/d 
Contours of the coordinate system are presented in 
Fi gur e 2. The angular coordinate ~has its usual 
definition as in spherical coordinates. The surface 
,; = 0 is a disc of diameter d. The surface n = 0 is 
t he x-y plane with a circular aperture. 
Spherical coordinates r and 8 are given in terms 
of oblate - spheroidal coordinates in equation 4. 
r = .9_ (1 + t;, 2 
2 
1 
cos e = ,; n ( 1 + ,; 2 - n 2)- 2 
( 2) 
(3) 







Figure 2. Oblat e - spheroidal coordinate system. 
Contours of ~ are indicated by solid lines. 
The dashed lin es are contours of n. The 
contours are invariant with respect to 
rotation by any angle ¢ about the z axis. 
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It i s cl ear from equation 4 tha t the oblate - spheroidal 
coordi nates become asymp totica lly spher i ca l at a 
l a r ge distance from t he ori gin in the sense that 
t;; -+ 2r/d and Jl-+cos8 as r-+ oo , 
Oblate - Spheroidal Wa ve Fun ctions 
The single - site elec tronic wavefunctio ns sought 
are bound - state solutions to Schr odin ge r's equation 
with t he potenti al specified in equatio n 3. Schrodi nger ' s 
equation may be written as a pair of Helmholtz ' s 
equa tions, one to be satisfied insi de t he well and 
one outside the well . 
(\72 +k2)1J' 0 with 
2m ( E + V ) ¥)T 0 
k2 = 
2m E w 
In equation 5 , m is the mass of the e l ectron . 
( 2m/h 2 = 0 . 2624665 ev - 1 ~ - 2 . ) 
t;; ~ t;; 
0 
t;; ~ t;; • 
0 
( 5 ) 
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A solution ~in is valid inside the well and a 
solution ~out is valid outside the well. Then the 
wavefunction will be 
{ 
The function ~in can be separated as 
Helmholtz ' s equation separates accordingly . 
.L{ ( 1 
in 2 . 
} sin - 2)~} +{n 2 k~ - m +:\ln = 
dn n dn ln 1 - n 2 m 
d in m2 :\in } Rin en:{ ( 1 + t;,2)~} + { t;, 2k ~ +1+[2" - = dE;, ln m 
Any choice of k~ (that is, of energy) yields ln 
a sequence of discrete eigenvalues :\in . mn The sub -
script n serves to order these eigenvalues. It is 
conv enient to choose n m, m+1 , because in 
0 
0 
the limit b + a (i . e . 1 the limit in which the oblate-
spheroidal well becomes spherical) :\in+n(n+1). mn 
Thus in th e spherical limit n is the quantum number 
of t he tota l angular momentum . 
( 6) 
( 8 ) 
( 9) 
( 1 0) 
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Equations 8 through 10 for a particular k~ yield ln 
a set of solutions 
{ 
111 in = R in ( r- ., k 2. ) Sin ( . k 2 ) co s ( m ¢ ) >- 0 } 
r mn '"' 1n mn n, ·in sin(m¢) ;n '"'m ~ · 
The inner radial functions Rin(E;;k~ ) can be evaluated mn 1n 
through their expansions in spherical Bessel functions 
The angular functions Sin(n;k~ ) can be mn 1n 
evaluated through their expansions in associated 
Legendre functions pm,(n). 
n 
The functl. on 111 out · ·1 l b t d r can s1m1 ar y e separa e as 
( 11 ) 
IJ!out(E;,n ,¢) = Rout(E;) 3out(n) <P (¢) ; E; ~ E; • ( 12 ) 
0 
The separated equations are identical to equations 8-10 
1-Ji th the la bel "in" replaced by "out." The follo1..,ring 
set of solutions is obtained: 
{ IJ!out = Rout(r-·k 2 ) 3out( ·lc2 ) cos(m<D) O} ( J) s , t n , t . ( ,~, ) ; n ~ m ~ • 1 mn ou mn ou Sln m ~ 
The outer radial functions Rout(E;;k 2 t) can be eval-mn ou 
uated through their expansions in modified spherical 
Bessel functions k ,(~d lk tic;). The outer angular 
n ou 
functions Sout(n;k 2 t) can be evaluated through their mn ou 
expansions in associated Legendre functions P m, ( n). 
n 
The radial and angular functions R and S , their mn mn 
expansion coefficients, and the e igenvalues A are mn 
discussed by Flammer (8) and by Hodge (9). Flammer's 
book contains detailed discussion and numerous tables 
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of eigenvalues and expansion coefficients. Hodge's 
article contains an algorithm for obtaining the expan -
sion coefficients and eigenvalues . Hodge's algorithm 
is easily programmed and worked well in the calcula -
tions described lat e r in this chapter . 
Quantization in the limit V + oo 
0 
In the limitin g case V + oo quantization i s easy . 
0 
In this case the wavefunction must vanish for ~ ~ ~ . 
0 
Hence t he wavefunction is simply 
{ IJ!in ~ ~ ~0 00 mn ljJ = mn 0 ~ ~ ~0 
Allowed energy levels E are those for which mn 
k~ (E ) is such that ln mn 
( 1 4) 
( 1 5 ) 
Ene r gy 1 evel s E for which m > 0 ar e doubly degenerat e . mn 
In th e spherical limit b +a the allowed energy 
l e vels are simply those energies E for which ( - b k . ) mn ln 
is a zero of the nth spherical Bessel function . Ene r gy 
levels for several m and n are plotted in Figure 3 
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Fi gure 3. En e rgies versus eccentricity in the limit V0 + ro. 
The well has a constant volume of 251.25 ~ 3• 
Energy levels En~ 10 eV above the well 
bottom are la beTed with n along the right-
hand side and with m above i~dividual curves. 
The energy level labeled n=O has a 'radial' 
(~-type) nodal surface. The asterisk is to 
indi cate the presence o f a nodal surface of 
that type. 
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In Figure 3 the volume of the well is held 
constant as e changes. 
is V - A.TT (a 2b) 1 / 3 - 3 
increases from 0 to 1 
The volume of an oblate spheroid 
Thus as the eccentricity e 
the semiminor axis b decreases 
to approach zero and the semimajor axis a approaches 
infinity . The effective radius R:: (a 2 b) 1 / 3 for ~>Thic h 
Figure 3 was plotted is R = 3.9145 ~. 
An oblate - spheroidal square well has been proposed 
as a model for the potential in which a nucleon moves 
in the nucleus (10). In this context energy levels 
have been calculated previously in the limit v + oo(11) 0 
0 
Quantization for Finite V0 
Wave functions for which V
0 
is finite have spa -
tial extent beyond the boundary of the well. Such 
spatial extent is essential if two wells are to trans-
fer an electron due to long-range electronic inter-
action. Quantization of the energy in the case of 
finite V can be accomplished by requiring continuity 
0 
of the wave function and its gradient at the boundary , 
i.e., at E;, = E;, • 
0 
It is however not possible to achieve 
continuity usin g the separated wave functions given 
in equations 11 and 13. Rather the wave function 
can be expanded usin g the sets of functions in equa-
tions 11 and 13 as basis functions. 
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( 




L: c~ut Rout (~ ;kz ) 8out ( kz ) i=O l m,m+r out m,m+r ll; out 
In equation 16 r = 2i+s where s::O for wave func-
tions even with respect to ll and s::1 for wave func-
tions odd with respect to ll· The index n has the 
same parity as m+r and serves to index the wave func-
tions 1J! mn It i s convenient to again choose 
n = m, m+1, since in the spherical limit (see 
equation 17) n recovers its spherical meaning as 
t he quantum number of the total angular momentum. 
lim IJ! (~,Jl,¢;E) cr 
b +a mn 
(c~sm¢) 
Sln m¢ 
p nm ( ll ) 
l j (k. r) k (!k t!a) X n ln n ou j (k. a) k (!k t!r) n ln n ou 
The factor N in equation 16 is a normalization mn 
r ~a 
r;?a 
factor which is computed numerically usin g Gauss-
Legendre and Gauss-Laguerre quadratures . 
( 1 6) 
( 1 7) 
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The allowed energies for given m and n and b <a 
can be obtained by requiring that the wave function 
and its gradient be continuous at the boundary. 
Because the boundary surface is a function of only 
one variable ~. continuity of V~ at ~ requires only 
0 
continuity of~ and continuity of a~;a~ at~ . Equa-o 
tions 18 and 19 express the continuity (quantization) 
condition. 
lim ~ (~.n.~;k~ ) 
~+~- mn ln 
0 
l . l_ui (< ~.k2 ) lm d~Tmn Stnt~t in 
~+~-
0 
Thus quantization of the energy involves matching 
the two expansions given in equation 16, and their 
partiaJ derivatives with respect to ~.at~=~. 
0 
( 1 8) 
( 1 9) 
We have adopted the following method for determining 
the energies E for which equations 18 and 19 are mn 
satisfied. Each outer angular function S~~t(n;k~ut) 
is expanded in the complete set of inner angular 
functions Sin(n;k~ ). At this point ~ is represented 
mn ln mn 
as an expansion in S~~(n;kfn) both for ~ ( ~ 0 and 
for ~ ;? ~ • Equating the bw expansions term- by-term 
0 
at ~ = ~ yields equation 20. 
0 




In equation 20 the vector in ( in i n c = c ' c ••• • ) 
0 1 
) i n • ••• where c. and - l 
out ( ou t out and the vector c = c , c , 
- 0 1 
c?ut are defined in equation 16 . 
l 
Both vectors a r e 
of infinit e dimension but are i n practi ce truncat ed , 
of cours e . Th e elements of the matrix ME , where 
the subscript E indicates the matrix ' s dependenc e 
on the energy , are given in eq uation 21 . 
<So ut sin> Rout(t,; . k 2 ) 
m!2 mg X m12 o ' out 
0~~) . . = <Sin sin> Rin ( t,; • k~ ) = .rc, lJ mq mq mq 0 ' l n 
where p m + 2j + s ; j ~ 0 ' and 
q = m + 2i + s ; i ~ 0 . 
Si mi larly requiring continuity of the gradient 
yields the matrix equation 
in M , out 
c = JJE c 
whe re 
<So ut sin> 
d Rout(t,; ; k 2 ) err- mp o out 
( Mi) .. = m}2 mg X 0 - lJ <Sin sin> d Rin (t,;o; k~ mq mq dT mq ln 
0 
and again p = m + 2j + s; j ~ 0' and 
q = m + 2i + s ; i 'P 0. 
Equations 20 and 22 together yield equat i on 24 . 
out 
c - 1 M, ) out ME =E c 







c is an eigenvector of the matrix ( M-
1 M') 
=E =E 
having unit eigenvalue . In practice ene r gy levels 
and expansion coefficients are found by iteratin g 
on equation 24 to obtain an eigenvector associated 
with an e i genvalu e of 1. This eigenvector is c out 
The inner expansion coefficients in c are then obta i ned 
using equation 20 . 
Several energy leve l s are shown in Figure 4 as 
functions of eccentricity at constant volume . The 
levels Here calculated for a well depth V = 1 0 e V 
0 
and an effective radius R:: (a 2 b)
1
/ 3 = 3 .91 45 ~ . 
Figure 4 is thus directly compa r abl e to Figure 3 
for which v0 =oo . 
The energy l evels are shown as functions of V 
0 
in Figure 5 . For these calculations , a= 4.85 ~ and 
b = 2 . 55~ , which implies e = 0 . 8506 . The value of 
a was chosen as an estimate of the in-plane radius 
of porphine , and i s the same as the a used by Pl att (12) 
to treat porphi ne as a 2ax2a square . The value 
b = 2 . 55~ was chosen to give a reasonable height to 
the spheroidal well . The average height of a spheroid 
is The interplane spac in g in graphite , 
which may be used to est i mate the 'th ickne ss ' of 
a pi orbital , i s "'3 . 4 ~- The value of b chosen i s 
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Fi gure 4. Energies versus eccentricity for V0 = 10 eV. 
The well has a constant volume of 251.25 ~ 3• 
Energy levels Emn are labeled with n along 
the right-hand side. An asterisk indi-
cates a state having a €;:-type ('radial') 
nodal surface. The value of m is indicated 
for each curve. 
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Figure 5. Energies ~~ well depth. 
a= 4. 85 ~. b = 2. 55~. Contour plots of 
the wavefunctions corresponding to these 
energy levels at V0 = 10 eV are shown in the 
following figures. 
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Several plots of contours of wave functions are 
shown in Figures 6 through 10. Thes e are plots of 
wave functions for which energies at well-depth V =10 eV 
0 
are shown in Figure 4. Each wavefunction corresponds 
to a different (m,n) pair and is the l owest - energy 
function for that pair . Although the nodal structure 
of these wavefunctions i s roughly the same as that 
obtained using spherically symmetric potentials , the 
wavefunctions a re noticeably nonspherical. 
Large - r Behavior of the Wavefunctions 
At a large radial distance each of the outer 
radial functions has the asymptotic form given in 
equation 25 . 
- a r/ 2 e as r -+ oo 
Hence the wavefunction ~ at a fixed lar ge r and mn 
fixed ¢ is 
00 
~ cr I out Sout ( k 2 ) 
mn i=O ci m,m+r n; out · 




l arge r by projecting ~mn in equat i on 26 on the associ-
Fi gure 6. 
160 
X (A) 
Contours of ~mn for m=O, n=O. 
V0 =10eV. E=-7.98eV. a=4.85~. b=2.55 ~. 
The heavy dashed line is the well boundary. 
The contours are labeled with log1ol~ool. 
Figure 7. 
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V =10 eV. E=-4.70eV. a=4.85~. b=2.55~. 
0 
The heavy das he d line i s the well boundary. 
The contours are label ed with l og 1o l ~ o1 I. 
Dashed contours indicate ~ 01 <0. · Sol id 




Contours of ~ for m=O, n=2. mn 
V =10eV. E=-4.44eV. a= 4.85 A. b=2.55~. 
0 
The heavy dashed line is the well boundary. 
The contours are labeled with log1ol~o2l. 
Dashed contours indicate ~ 02 < 0. Solid 
contours are for ~o 2 > 0. 
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Figure 10. Contours of ~ for m=2, n=2. mn 
X (A) 
/ 
V =10eV. E=-4.82eV. a=4.85~. b=2.55~. 
0 
The heavy dashed line is the well boundary. 
The contours are labeled with log1ol~22l• 
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ated Legendre polynomials Recall 
(equation 4) that for large r n rv cos 8 • If the 
large-r angular probability distribution were insen-
srtive to the non-zero eccentricity of the spheroidal 
\.Jell, then we would find I <P m, I 1J' > 12 a: cS , , but that 
n mn n n 
is not found. Even at asymptotically large di s tances 
the electron 's ees' the nonsphericity of the potential 
Hell . Calculated projections squared are presented 
in Figure 11 for the case m=O, n=2 and V = 1 0 eV. 
0 
These projections are plotted for wells of three 
eccentricities , all Hith effective radius R = 3.9145 ~. 
The quantity plotted is the square of a normalized 
p rojection, as defined in equation 27, at asymptotically 
lar ge radial distance. 
fl , 
n 





<IJ' I p m > 
mn i 
<P m I p _m > 
i l 
Electron Transfer BetHeen Sites 
The electronic states of an electron in the po-
tential of a single molecule (electron s ite) can be 
described using the spheroidal-well model discussed 
in the preceding section of this chapter. A system 
(27) 





0 2 6 
n' 
Nor malized projections I<IJ' 02 IP 0 ,>I 2 in lim r+oo. n 
The quantity~ , is defined in equation 27. 
e is the eccen£ricity of the well, at a cons-
tant volume of 251.25 A3 • For these calcula-
tions V0 = 10 eV. The symbols correspond to 
the following eccentricities e: 
• e = 0. 1 , E = -4.006 eV 
c e = 0. 5, E = -3.922 eV 
0 e = 0.9, E = -4.565 eV 
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consisting of two such wells (site A and site B) 
and one electron (th e ' tran s f e rabl e ' e lectron ) can 
be used to model elec tro n transfer between a pai r of 
molecules A and B. The r a t e constant for electron 
transfer (r eacti on 28) 
i s given i n equation 1, within t he Go lden - Ru le and 
Condon approximat ions . That rate constant is fo r 
transfer between sites having specific and fixed 
orientat i ons and relative separation . In o r der to us e 
equat ion 1, nuclear coordi nates and an associ a ted set 
of vibr ationa l states has been assumed to be presen t 
in the wells a nd the intervening medium , but will 
not be dea lt with explicitly in what f o llows. It i s 
t he dependence of the r ate constant , and in partic -
ular of the electronic ma tri x e l ement VAB ' on t he 
sepa ration and orientation of the reactants that will 
be examined in the remainder of this chapter . 
The matr ix element VAB i s to be calculated within 
th e model system cons i stin g of two oblate - sphe roi dal 




The zeroth-order problem is that in which the 
t wo Hell s do not interact (e. g ., the infini te-separa-
tion limit). Only the followin g two zeroth - order 
electronic states will be considered : 
(i) The electronic state for th e electron on site 
A, uninfluenced by site B. The wavefunction for this 
state is denoted ~A mn The subscripts m and n index 
angula r momentum in the sense described previously 
in th i s chapter . The wavefunction is gi ven in equa -
tion 16, with the origin of coordinates at the center 
of well A, and with ~ 0 defining the boundary of well A. 
The value of V (as in equation 3) appropriate to 
0 
site A is denoted VA . 
0 
(ii) The e l ectronic state for the electron on 
site B, uninfluenced by site A. The Havefunction 
associated 1-.1ith this state is denoted ~B , '• The m n 
subscripts m' and n ' index the angular momentum . 
The primes are only to distinguish t hese nu mbe r s from 
the m and n that characterize the wavefunction on 
The function ~ B, , is given in equation m n site A. 
16 , with m' and n ' replaced by m and n there, with 
th e origin of coordinates located at the center of 
well B, and with~ defining th e boundary of well B. 
0 
The value of V appropriate to site B is denoted VB. 
0 0 
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The electronic matrix element VAB appropriate 
to the present model is given in equation A.34 of th e 
appendix . It is presented in a more explicit f orm 
in equation 29 . 
(HAB SABHAA) / (1 
2 
VAB = - 8AB ) 
HAB = - VB J 
\j!B , 
' 
\j!A dvB 0 Hel l B m n mn 
HAA = - VB J 
( \j! A )2 dvB 0 well B mn 




all m n mn 
space 
Calculated Results 
The results of severa l calcu l ations of VAB are 
discussed below . In all calculations that follow 
the t wo wells (A and B) are identical , i.e. VA=VB=v 
0 0 0 
( 29) 
and for both wells a = 4 . 8 5 ~ and b = 2 • 5 5 ~ • Further -
more th e same wavefunct i on is used in each well . 
That i s , \j!A and \j! ~ , can be superimposed by trans -mn m n 
lating and rotating \j!~n · (This of cou r se implies 
m'= m and n ' =n . ) 
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The energy with which a state is bound is important 
in determining th e rate at which its wavefunction 
decays outside the well (i.e.,in the tunneling region). 
The radial dependence of each wavefunction ~A and 
mn 
~ B is asymptotic at large radial distance r to 
mn 
2xexp(-cu/2)/(cu), vJhere a= 2/-2mE /n. (T his asymptotic 
dependence follows from equations 16 and 25.) Thus 
VAB will decay radially as PXexp(-etr/2), where Pis 
-1 
some function of r , at large separation r of A and 
B. (In the spherical limit b +a P is a polynomial. ) 
Finally then the rate constant k (see equation 1) is 
expected to be asymptotically proportional to 
P 2 x exp( - ar) at large r . Frequently the factor P 2 
is neglected and a simple exponential decay, 
k'\,exp(-ar), is assumed. 
The value of a has been inferred fro m experimental 
measurements of the e l ectron-(14,15) or hole-(16) 
transfer rate between aromatic molecules and ions in 
low-temperature glass matr ices. 
o-1 range from about 1.0 to 1.5 A • 
The values found 
In the calculations 
below V is treated as a parame ter and is adjusted 
0 
so that the energy E of the zeroth-order states 
~ A 
mn 
and ~ B 
mn yields a specific desired value of 
a=21-2mE/t1. 
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Orientation Effect at Contact 
The present model can be used to pred i ct the 
orientation dependence of electron transfer between 
t wo molecules in contact . Such a configuration i s 
sketched in Figure 1 2 . The orientation angle 8 de -
scribes the available configurations for which the 
major axes and t he mino r axes of the two spheroidal 
wells are parallel . These configurations may span 
part of the range of relative or i en t ations available 
to c hlorophyl l and pheophyt i n in a pho t osynthetic 
react i on center, a lthough the correspondence of that 
system with the present model is r ough a t best. 
The matrix element VAB i s plotted versus 8 in 
Fi gure 13 . The results of two ca lculations are shown . 
For the solid l i ne , the lowest-energy p i states (m=O, 
n=1) were used in each well. The well depth V =5.6540 eV 
0 
0 -1 was chosen so that E0 1 =-1.1 5 eV , wh ich y i e l ds a= 1.1 A • 
For the dashed line the ground state (m=n=O) was us e d 
in each well , and V =2 .59 37 eV was chosen so that 
0 
again E00 =-1.15 eV . The dashed line is included in 
Figure 1 3 to indicate the importance of t he wells ' 
nonspherical shape . Were the wells spherica l, VAB 




5 10 X (A) 
Figure 12. Orientation at contact. 
The major and minor axes of bo th elli pse s 
lie in the plane of the figure. The maj o r 
axes of wells A and Bare parallel, and t he 
minor axes of wel~ A and Bare parall el. 
The angle 8 is the angle plotted on t he 
abscissae of Figures 13 and 14. 
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0.6 
Figure 13. Orientation effect at contact forE= -1.15 eV. 
V~B is the matrix element defined in equa-
tlon 29. The angle 8 is defined in Figure 
12. For the solid line m=O, n=1 and 
V0 = 5.6540 eV in both wells. For the dashed 
line m=O, n=O, and V
0 
= 2.5937 eV in both wells. 
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Figure 14 is ana l ogous to Figure 1 3 , but f o r 
o -1 
Figure 1 4 a:= 1.45 A (E = - 2 . 00 eV) . This energy cor-
responds to V = 6 . 7789 eV for t he pi state and 
0 
V = 3 . 6012 eV for th e sigma state . 
0 
Orientation Effect at a Distance 
Figures 15 and 16 present HAB (defined in equa -
tion 29) as a funct i on of orientation angle 8 for 
wel ls separated by 19 . 85 ~cente r- to - center . At this 
large separation HAB and VAB are nearly identical 
because the 'corr ection ' factors SABHAA and 
( see equation 29) are very small . Both Figure 15 
and Figure 16 were plotted using the l owest - energy 
p i state (m=O , n=1) i n each well , and with a= 4 . 85 ~ , 
b=2 . 55~ For Figure 1 5 V = 5 . 654eV , 
0 
E= -1.1 5 eV 
0 -1 . and a: = 1 . 1 A For Figure 16 V =6. 7789 eV , 
0 
0 -1 E = - 2 . 00 eV and a:= 1. 45 A • 
Thre e different sets of orientations are considered . 
Thes e orientat ion s are illu st rated at the top of the 
figures , with th e lines indicatin g the major axes 
of the spheroidal wells . The wells ' minor axes are 








0 30 60 90 
Figure 14. Orientation effect at contact for E=-2.00eV. 
VAB is the matrix element defined in equa-
tlon 29. The angle 8 is defined in Figure 
12. For the solid line m=O, n=1 and 
V0 = 6.7789 eV in both wells. For the dashed 
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0 30 60 90 
Figure 15. Ori enta tion effect at a distance; E = -1.15 eV. 
In both the A and the B well 
V0 = 5.6540 eV. HAB is defined 
The sketches at the top of 
the meaning 8 has for each of 
of configurations. The major 
of both well A and well B lie 
of the sketches. 
m=O, n=1, and 
in equation 29 . 
the figure show 
the three sets 
and minor axes 
in the plane 
A fi)(ed 
A 
I ~B I 
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Figure 16 . Orientation effect at a distance; E =- 2.00 eV. 
In both the A and the B well m=O, n=1, and 
V
0 
= 6.7789 eV. HAB is defined in equation 29. 
The sketches at the top of the figure 
show the meaning 8 has for each of the three 
sets of configurations. The major and minor 




A model electron-transfer system involving non-
spherical (specifically oblate-spheroidal) donor and 
acceptor sites and a transferable electron has been 
presented . The wavefunctions for the isolated donor 
and acceptor have been discussed at length. The 
electronic matr ix element for electron transfer has 
been described and the results of several calcula-
tions presented. 
Possible orientation effects in the context of 
t he tunneling of trapped electrons in glassy matrices 
hav e been considered previously (17,18,19). These 
theoretical studies considered tunnelin g between 
spherically symmetric potential wells. The present 
chapter considers sites which are inherently orient-
able (b e cause of their nonspherical symmetry) and so 
presumably better represent the aromatic systems 
toward which this study is aimed. 
Thus a machinery has been developed for the cal-
culation of orientation effects, especially for elec-
tron transfer between l arge aromatic molecules. 
Perhaps the model can be applied to synthetic electron-
tran sfer systems, or to certain electron transfers 
of biological interest, where the relative orienta-
179 
tion and separation are subject to some control. 
Specific applications of the model may be the sub-
ject of future work . 
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APPENDIX A 
GOLD EN - RULE RATE CONSTANT 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Consider a system consisting of an electron and 
a pa ir of sites , site A and site B. Thes e sites are 
electronic potential wells . The coordinates of the 
electron are denoted q . Some nuclear (e . g., vibra-
tional) coordinates Q are associated with each well 
and with the medium in which site A and site B re side . 
If the elec tron initially resides on site A, then 
t he e lectr on may hop to site B due to interaction 
between t he el ec tron wavefunctions localized on site 
A and on s ite B. 
An approximate rate constant kB~A for the elec -
tr on transfer from A to B is derived in this appendix . 
The derivation follows closely Kestner, Logan and 
Jortner' s s li ght ly more gene r al treatment given in 
Appendix A of reference 20 . A derivation is presented 
h e r e in the int e rest of cla rity and because the treat -
ment in r e ference 20 is flawed by several minor errors. 
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The total Hamiltonian is given in equation A.1. 
H T ( q) + T ( Q) + veA(q;Q) + veB(q ; Q) + V(Q) e n 
where { - VA q in well A VeA 0 = 0 q elsewhere 
and { -V B q in well B VeB 0 = 0 q el s evJhere 
The potentials VeA and VeB are t he potentials for 
the electron interacting with site A and with site B, 
(A. 1 ) 
(A. 2) 
(A. 3) 
respectively . For the purposes o f this chapter VeA 
and VeB have the simple form indicated in equations 
A. 2 and A.3 . More general potenti als would not appre-
ciably complicate the derivat i on that foll ows . V(Q) 
is a strictly internuclear potential . T and T are e n 
the e l ectronic and nuclear kinetic - energy operators. 
Two zeroth-order electronic Ham iltonians HeA 
and H eB can be defined . These describe the system 
Hith th e e l ectron localized on site A or on site B, 
respectiv ely. 
H = T ( q) + veA(q ; Q) + v ( Q) (A . 4) eA e 
H eB = T ( q) + veB(q ; Q) + v ( Q) (A . 5) e 
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The total Hamiltonian can be written as i n equation 
A. 6 . The potential of site B can be v i ewed as a pertur -
H 
bation that will induce electron transfer from the 
zeroth - order states localized on site A. Similarly 
the potential of site A could be treated as perturb -
ing the states localized on site B. 
Two sets of Born - Oppenheimer electronic wavefunc -
tions , {~Ai} and {~Bj} , can be defined as in equations 
A. ? and A. B. The wavefunctions ~Ai (indexed by i) 
HeA ~Ai (q ; Q) = EAi (Q) ~Ai (q ; Q) 
HeB ~Bj(q;Q) EBj(Q) ~Bj(q ; Q) 
form a complete set of electronic wavefunctions local -
ized on site A. Similarly {~Bj} is a complete set of 
B- localized electronic states . 
The wavefunction ~ . which is a solution of 
Schrodinger ' s equation for the total Hamiltonian H, 
can be expanded in the un i on {~Ai , ~Bj} of sets of 
localized electronic states . Such an expansion is 
given in equation A. 9 , where the subscr i pt a spans 
~(q , Q,t) = 2: Xa(Q , t) ~a(q , Q) 
a 
(A.6) 
(A . 7) 
(A . 8) 
(A . 9) 
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both Ai and Bj . In equation A. 10 ~has been substi -
tuted into Schrodinger ' s equation . 
(A . 10) 
The expans ion A. 9 can be substituted into equation 
A. 10 . Equation A.1 1 is then obtained by left - multiply -
~: 
ing by ~B (where BE. {Ai , Bj}) and integrating over the 
electronic coordinates q (typically a 3- vector) throu gh 
their domain v . 
YJhere u eo: 
f~* L X H ~ dq 
v 6a:E{Ai} a: eA a: 
+ f~* L X H ~ dq 
v Ba:c{Bj} a: eB a: 
+ j~ ~ L X a: u ~ dq a: eo: a: 
+ j~~ L T n Xa: ~ dq a: a: 
a: f {Ai} 
a: E {Bj} 
and 
LEX <B i a:> +LX <BID Ia:> a: a: a: a: a: eo: 
+ L<B IT X Ia:> 
a: n a 
(A . 11) 
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The so-called ' Bo rn- Oppenheimer breakdown operator' 
Lis defined in eq uation A.1 2 . For a nucleus of ma ss 
(A.12) 
M, the position of which is described by a s i ngle car -
tesian coordinate Q, for example, 
(A.13) 
The operato r L defined in eq uation A.12 can be 
used in equation A. 11 to yi eld equation A.14. 
L: S B { T + E ( Q ) - in "'at } X ( Q , t ) = a a n a a a 
- L:<BIU la>x - L:<B ILi a>x a ea a a a (A.14) 
\..rhere 
The elements of the i nve r se of the overlap 
matrix are defined equation A.1 5 . 
0 ay 
Left-multiplying equation A.14 by 




{ T + E - in "'at } x = - l: L: s- 16 { < B I u I ex> + < B I L I ex> } x n y o y ex B y eex ex (A.1 6) 
Regrouping terms in equation A. 16 yields equat i on A. 17 . 
{ T + E + L: s- 6
1 
< B I u + 1 I r > - in ...,at } x 
n y B y ey o y 
= 
In order to simplify the treatment , the problem 
is restricted to only two electronic states , l A> and 
IB> . In this approximation , and neglecting matrix 
elements of L , equation A. 17 simplifies to equation 
A. 18 for the case y=A . The choice y=B l eads to an 
equation identical to A. 18 but with labels A and B 
interchanged ; namely equation A. 19 . 
A set of zeroth - order nuclear wave functions 
o (Q) - itEA
0 
/n O } XAv e v , v= , 1 , .... 
(A . 17) 
(A . 18) 
(A . 19) 
(A . 20) 
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corresponds to equation A. 18 , satisfying equati on A. 21. 
The index v is a vibrational quantum number . 
(A.21) 
There is an analogous set of zeroth - order nuclear 
wavefunctions 
- i tE 0 /n 
o Bw } { X Bw ( Q) e ; w = 0 , 1 , ... . (A.22) 
corresponding to equation A. 19 and satisfying equation 
A. 23 . 
(A.23) 
The nuclear wavefunctions XA and XB can be expanded 
i n the zero - order basis of equations A.20 and A. 22, 
as in equations A.24 and A. 25 . 
- itE0 /n 
xA (Q,t) z:: CAv(t) X~v(Q) Av = e (A.24) 
v 
. t E0 /n 
xB(Q ,t) z:: CBw(t) X~w ( Q) 
- l Bw 
= e 
w 
(A . 25) 
Equations A. 24 and A. 25,when substituted into equations 
A. 1 8 and A. 19, yield equations A.26 and A. 27. 
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it\ aat CBw = ~ CAv(t){<Bwls_81 <AIV
8
BIA> 
-i(E0 -E0 )t/11 
+ s.s~ <BIVeBIA> IAv>}e Av Bw 
From this point the derivation follows a standard 
(A.26) 
(A.27) 
route to a Golden-Rule rate expression. Consider tran-
sitions from an initial state IAv> to a final state IBw>, 
a s sum in g t h a t C A v 1 = o v , v 1 and t h a t C Bw ( t = 0 ) = 0 f o r all l:) • 
With VA B defined as in equation A.28, this assumption 
a pplied to equation A.27 yields equation A.29. 
(A.28) 
C Bw = < Bw I VA B I A v > x 
-i t/n 
If the rate constant for transitions Av + Bw is de-
fined as in equation A.30, then equation A.29 yields 
the state-to-state rate constant given in equation A.31. 
k Bw+-Av - l im t +co 
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(A. JO) 
(A . 31 ) 
It i s the matr i x elemen t in equation A. 28 that i s given , 
with a few errors , in equation I. 5 of r efe r ence 20 . 
The total rate constant for t r ans i t i ons from site 
B to site A can be constructed as the Boltzmann -
weighted sum over the state - to - state rate cons t ants 
2n - E~v/kBT 
= n Q A 2.: 2.: e I < Bw I v A B I A v > I 2 0 ( E ~ v - E ~w ) ( A . 3 2 ) 
v w 
In equation A. 32 QA is a nuclear pa r t i t i on func -
tion for the case when the elec t ron is l ocal i zed on 
s ite A. Eq uation A. 32 may be s i mplif i ed by applying 
the Condon approximat i on , in wh i ch the electron i c 
matrix element VAB is r emoved f r om the i ntegral over 
nuclear coordinates , yi elding eq uation A. 33 . 
kB+-A 
- E0 /k T 
= n 2QTI I v A B I 2 2.: 2.: e A v B I < Bw I A v > I 2 0 ( E ~ v - E ~w ) 
A v w 
(A . 33) 
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Equation A.28 for VAB may be transformed to the 
more familiar form of equation A.34 (reference 21, for 
example, uses VAB in the form of equation A.34) by 
noting that, within the present treatment in which 
only two electronic states are considered, 
S}3l = - S AB/ ( 1 - S AB 
2
) and SB~ = 1 / ( 1 - S AB 2 ), where 
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